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ABSTRACT 

This study examines the notion of the wise one in the 

Prasannapada, a seventh century Indian Buddhist text, with the aim 

of clari'fying the special posi Hon of those wi*e in the Buddhist way' in 

the context of M'adhyamika thought. It will be shown that the wise 

one, according to Nagarjuna and candrak!'rti, has cultivated an extra-

ordinary awareness of the real, of man's propensity toward mistaking 

the epithets of ordinary language for the real, and of his own ability 

to appreciate the truth of things by overcoming the limitations of 

conventional thought. 
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••• paramartha'parapratyayaQ ~antav pratyatmavedya arya~~ 
sarvaprapafkatItal:.!, sa nopadisyate ~ capi jnayate ••• 

candrakTrti 

( ••• what is higher or surpassing is not dependent on any
thing other than itself, it is at peace, it is known in and 
through itself by the wise; it is beyond the wor1d of named 
things ~s such; it cannot be demonstrated nor even cognized.) 

(as translated by. ft. Sprung) 
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INTRODUCTION 

This paper is intended to be an exegesis of the notion of the 

wise one in the Prasannapada, a seventh century Indian Buddhist text 

whose author, Candrakirti, sought to give a faithful exposition of the 

philosophy of the Hiddle ¥lay as presented in the m.etred couplets (karikas) 

of the HulamadhYaIr.a."<.akarikas of Hagarjuna, a second century Indian 

Buddhist I:\Onk and philosopher. Candrakirti' s "lucidly-worded" (prasanna

pada) commentary incorporates the karikas in the body of his own text, 

at times providing verse by verse elaboration of Nagarjuna's cryptic 

treatise. 

The study at hand will serve to document the ~esence. the use 

and the significance of the notion of the wise one, i.e. the man who 

has awakened to the way things are as taught by the Tathagata (Buddha), 

in this philosophical-religious treatise (karikas and commentary to be 

regarded as "the text"). The aim is to show that, despite the subtlety, 

range and complexity of the philosophical discussions contained therein, 

there is clearly an appeal to a non-discursive, experiential base which 

eludes definition in those discussions, yet is the actualization of the 

"reality" (tattva) implied by them. 

The purpose of undertaking such an exegesis of the notion of the 

wise one (alternatively expressed as "the realized wise one"., -the one 

wise in the Buddhist way", "the one who is on the way" etc.) is to anchor 
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firmly t.0.e philosophical discussions of the Prasannapada to the concern 

for "all living beings" (sarvasattva> that makes this text a Buddhist 

~astra, and not merely an exercise in sophistry. Many of the discussions, 

inceed the entire approach of the text, could be easily misconstrued 

(f~r example, taken as nihilist> if one chose to ignore the appeal to 

t.~ose who supposedly embody, or actualize, the way things really are in 

tb~s context. Students of philosophy, eager to draw comparisons between 

t.'1.e work of }fagarjuna and candrakfrti and philosophers in the l'lest, may 

unintent~onally cut the Prasannapada away from its moorings by ignoring 

the non-philosophical aspects of the text, leaving it to drift a~lessly 

in the currents of debate, seemingly without direction or destination. 

Hopefully, this will not be the trend as the works of Nagarjuna 

and CandrakTrti, and of Madhyamika thought as a whole, receive more 

attention in studies of philosophy and religion. Madhyamika thought, one 

of the ·.~schools" of Mahayana Buddhism whose founding father is said to be 

H~g~juna,l has become much more accessible to the Western reader with 

the publication of the most complete English translation of the Prasanna

pada by G.l>1.C. Sprung in 1979. Prof. Sprung's translation is based on 

the critically edited Sanskrit text entitled "l>lU1amadhyamakakariKas de 

Nagarjuna avec la Prasannapada de CandrakIrti" of Louis de la Vall~e 

Poussin, first published in St. Petersburg between 1903 and 1913. 

l(cf. Hurti, Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p.87-103. 
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poussin's Sanskrit text, based on three Sanskrit manuscipts and an 

earlier Tibetan version, provides the primary source material for the 

present study. 

The translated portions of the prasannapada are drawn mostly 

from Prof. sprung's translation for two reasons. Firstly, his "feel" 

for the material and fidelity to the original text is evident at every 

turn in his translation, which is still the most comp~ete version avail

able in any tvestern language. Secondly, this author was fortunate 

enough to have studied draft versions of several translated chapters of 

the text in seminar courses given by Prof. Sprung where a detailed 

examination of a number of passages was undertaken. This paper is, in 

part, an attempt to address some of the concerns that arose out of the 

study of t1agarjuna at that time, and to give expression to elements of 

the text (like "the realized, wise oneil) that were not dealt with. in that 

context. 

Hhere Sprung's translation seems somewhat anomalous (often an 

accurate reflection of the original), the partial English translations of 

Stcherbatsky, Streng and Inada will be referred to. As well, ray~s par

tial French translation will be used, including some of his helpful 

notes. Despite numerous references to the Tibetan in Poussin"s text, 

and later in 11ay' s partial translation (12 of 27 chapters) where both the 

Sanskrit and Tibetan text are provided, only the Sanskrit material in 

Poussin's edition will be given in the notes herein (with a couple of 

exceptions). 
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That the material for this paper is all but wholly based on 

Pous~in's Sanskrit edition will, to some extent, determine its outcome 

or at least limit the validity of its conclusions; for practical reasons. 

this could not be avoided. 

Regarding the definition of the notion of the wise one, there is 

a copious amount of material pertaining to this text from which one can 

der~ve a definite sense of what, or who, is being referred to. In the 

Prasannapada, the Sanskrit terms "arya", "yogi", Ityc)(iavacara", "jina". 

"vidvams" seem to be used interchangeably for .. the wise one", .. the real~ 

ized, wise one" etc. in translation. In French, May renders "arya" as 

"saint", "yogi" as "1' ascete" but the referent seems to be the same. 

\ 
There is not much controversy regarding the use of such terms in 

\ 
a philosophical-religious context. It is widely appreciated that both 

Hindu and Buddhist traditions are replete with references to yogJrs. i.e. 

practioners of some sort of "yogic" tmentai,' spiritua.1 and physical) 

discipline, and it would be beyond the scope of this study to examine the 

wider implications of this tpoic in any detail. What is at issue here 

is the significance of the notion of the yogI etc. in this particular 

Madhyaroika text, and on this one can be more specific. 

The most common Sanskrit terms used in this context to refer to 

"the wise one" are yogI' and arya. Sprung elaborates on each one as 

follows: 

yog~ - one who is enlightened, who is free of the afflictions 
of everyday existence, who sees the truth of things, who is on 
the middle way. The term yogi takes the place, in the Prasanna-
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, , dh' 2 pada, of the more rel~g~ous term bo ~sattva 

~ - a wise man, iwe. one who has inseen the Buddhist truths, 
especially in the r-radhyamika sense; often a synonym for- yogi3 

This understanding of the terms coincides with that of Murti,4 5 Conze, 

de Jong,6 May,7 Stcherbatsky8 and poussin.9 Thus, the sense of the terms 

to be taken in this study is of one who attained a measure of insight 

and wisdom (praj~a) from meditational experience, and from the study and 

appreciation of the Tathagata' s instruction. Whether of not these "wise 

ones" are monks is not specified; one could make a case that they likely 

are monks, given that the yogI may refer to the bodhisattva in this con-

text, but not all bodhisattvas are monks (as in the case of Virnalakirti). 

Further, it is not specified that the yogIs in this text are to 

be distinguished from those referred to in other Mahayana sources. In 

so far as the characterizations of the wise one are in accord with those 

given in other Mahayana texts, it may be supposed that the referent is 

virtually the same in each case (though for ~ragarjuna and Candrakirti, 

the notion of the wise one and many other descriptive notions should not 

be reified). 

To give some examples of how this notion is used elsewhere in 

2 
p.279. 3 Sprung, Sprung, p.267. 

4 , 
Murt~, p. 344. 5 

Conze 

5 Conze, Further Buddhist Studies, p.IS. 

6 
de Jong, "The Problem of the Absolute in the Madhyamaka School" 

in Jnl. of Indian Philosophy, vol. 2 ('72-'74), p.3-4. 

7 
t~y, p.207, n.695; p.229, n. 793. 8 

Stcherbatsky, p.9S. 

9 , 
Pouss~n, p.541, n.2. 
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this way, one could turn to the Diamond Sutra (vajracchedika) and the 

Lalikavatara Sutra, two texts which Candrak~rti has referred to in the 

prasannapadiL In the Vajracchedika, Subhuti says in an exchange with the 

Lord (i.e. Buddha), 

This dharma which the Tathagata has fully known or demonstrated -
it cannot be grasped, it cannot be talked about, it is neither a 
c..'1arma nor a no-dharma. And why? Because an Absolute exalts 
the Holy Persons. tO 

The sense of the "Holy Persons" (arya-pudgala) is clear in Conze's 

exegesis of this passage, though the meaning of the passage as a whole 

has many 'facets. Several points of his exegesis are particularly rele~ 

vant here. 

He ~uggests that the aryas are spiritually reborn saints who 

have cultiva~ed a sense of detachment to everyday,~~worldly things after 

having turned "to the Path which leads to Nirv1it1a". They are in contra-

distinction to ordinary, foolish "worldlings" who "just vegetate along in 

a sort of dull and aimless bewilderment". This type of bewilderment 

can be overcome through spiritual practice, like meditation and textual 

study, in accordance with procedures set down by nuddhist tradition. 

Further, the aryas' true nature is derived from, nourished by and intim-
, 

ately linked with, even defined by, the "Absolute", i.e. the Unconditioned 

1O~_._~ Tathagatena dharrne~bhisambudc;lho de~ito va, agrahyal}. 
~~nabhilapyalJ, ~ ~ dharma ~-adharmalJ. ~ kasya hetQb? asautslq-ta
prabhavita !:.l. arya-pudgalal)., Vajracchedika Prajnaparamita,. trans. by
Edward Conze, Serie Orientale Rema, Vol. 13. (Rome:.Is.M.E.O., 1957) p.33. 
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11 (asamskrta) • Ordinary folk are unawore of this, being trapped by 

dUbkha and avidya. 

In the Lailkavatara, several passages which mention the notion of 

the wise one are relevant to this study. In conversation with Maharnati. 

~~e Blessed One speaks of the nature of his teaching: 

In order to make it attractive to all beings, a picture is pre
sented in colours. Hhat one teaches, transgresses; for the 
truth (tattva) is beyond words. 

Establishing myself in the Dharma, I preach the truth for the 
_ Yogins. The truth is the state of self-realization and is 

beyond the categories of discrimination.12 

Significant here is the truth (tattva) taught by the Tathagata:'.is one 

which is "beyond words"(hyak~aravarjitam) and is "for the Yogins" 

( • _ ) 13 
yog~nam • This is very much the case in the Prasannapada, where 

tattva is often referred to in terms of the experience of the wise. 

Shortly thereafter in the sutra, the Blessed One speaks of what 

the Bodhisattva-Hallasattva must do after "he has gained a thorough 

understanding of Hind by means of his transcendental knowledge". He is 

supposed to discipline himself in "imagelessness", -the power added by 

11 Conze , Buddhist Wisdom Books, p.38-39. 

(He elaborates on what was paraphrased above by saying, "The 
idea is that the holy persons have 'arisen' from the Unconditioned, have 
been 'produced' "from it, are 'brought forth' by it. :It is a result of 
their contact with the Unconditioned that they become mighty and power
ful, that they 'thrive' •••• they are 'revealed' by it· ... p. 39.) 

(also see Conze, Vajracchedika, p. 98-100.) 

12suzuki, Lallkavatara Sutra, p.44. 

13 ddh l-~l~- - -Sa arma CUlAavatarasutram, ed. by P.L. Vaidya, Buddhist Sans""7 
krit Texts, vol. 3, p. 22 (Nanjio edition, p.48). 
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all the Buddhas by reason of their original vows" and "the self-reali-

zation attained by noble "'1isdom". Having done this, 

••• the Yogin should abandon his knowledge of Mind gained by 
~~ans of transcendental wisdom, which still resembles a 1ame 
donkey; and entering the eighth stage of Bodhisattvahood, he 
should further discipline himself in these three aspects of 
noble wisdom. 14 

E~e, the yogI is roughly equivalent to the Bodhisattva (-Mahasattva), 

whi.ch is in accord with the sense of the term in the Prassannapada as 

suggested by Sprung. Further, in the sutra, the yogI partakes of "noble 

- "01- 15 -- . wisdom (aryaJnana) \qhich likewise appears in Candrak~ti' s text • though 

not in its three aspects. 

A third selection from the LaUkavatara will be of interest to 

the present study. In examining the meaning of mahaparinirv~a, the 

\ 
Blessed One says,to Mahamati: 

••• the great Parinirva~a is neither destruction nor death. 
Heither has it anything to do with vanishing. it is the goal 
of the Yogins. 16 

Once again, a similar theme involving the notion of the wise one is 

shared by the sutra arid Candraki"rti' s text: nirvaJJ,a is "neither destruc-

tion nor death" and is the goal of the yogi (though for Madhyamika, 

ni~aQa is ultimately identified with a full appreciation of samsara). 

14suzuki, Lankavatara Sutra, p.44-45; Vaidya, p.22-23: 
(Nanjio, p.48). 

15 - - "~.. "lak "th pratyatmaryaJnanagat~ vaya or e 
attained by noble wisdom", Suzuki, Lankavatara 
p.22; (Nanjio, p.49). 

16 uk" Suz ~, Larucavatara Sutra, p.87. 

self-realization 
Sutra. p.45; Vaidya, 

(" ••• it is the goal of the Yogins" is a translation of: "cyuti
vigata.Il\ ••• adhigacchanti yoginatJ." in Vaidya, p.41; Uanjio, p.99.) 
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The above selections from the two sutras were intended to show 

that the notion of the wise one in other Buddhist sources has a definite 

correlation \'1i th that of the Prasannapada, partly to provide a familiar

i ty with the notion that will be useful in the exegesis of said notion 

~~at will follow. It will be seen that the appearance of this notion 

in the text will involve the themes already discussed, as well as those 

which are peculiar to the Madhyamika approach. 

The structure of this paper will conform, in part, to that of the 

Prasannapada. By so doing, the paper can follow the progression of the 

discussions as they are presented in the text, becoming increasingly 

sweeping in the scope of their critique of false notions. Not all of 

the chapters in the text will be covered in this study, only those which 

include the notion of the wise one in some capacity. It will be seen 

that most ch~pters discussed figure prominently in the overall critique 

undertaken in the text. The same can be said of the notion of the wise 

one, as this study will attempt to show. 
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CONCERNS AND AIMS OF THE TEXT 

In the initial chapter of the Prasannapada, Nagarjuna and 

Candrakirti outline their plan of attack against the pervas~ve ignor-

a."1.ce of ordinary, reifying thought. candrakIrti endeavours, in his 

commentary ori Nagarjuna' s kZrik~s, to elucidate the broader concerns 

of the cryptic verses so he says: 

He have to ask what is the origin, what the subject-matter 
and what the ultimatI concern of this great treatise. In 
the Madhyamakavatara 2it was stated that the wisdom of a 
perfectly realize one has its origin in an initial vow of 
dedication issuing from universal compassion going beyond 
all duality. In this sense Nagarjuna, knowing unerringly 
how to teach transcendental insight, developed this treatise 

-out of compassion and for the enli2htenment of others. So 
much can be said about its origin. 

The origin of Nagarjuna's treatise, and of Candrakirti·s commentary, 

comes from a Buddha's (and hence, a monk's) great compassion C~-

karuva) toward beings who are ignorant of the cause of their suffering, 

death and rebirth. Furthermore, being "graced with comprehension 

going beyond all duality", such a Buddha is able to apprehend the nature 

of affliction that is grounded in ignorance and understand that there 

is a way out of it. Thus, Nagarjuna undertook his treatise, according 

l"Madhyamakavatara nama", poussin-~e~., Bibliotheca Buddhica, IX. 
2 _ M_ 

tathagatajnana, poussin, 2.7. 

3 _ _ _ _ _ . - - -- - - -
••• acaryaryanagarJunasya viditaviparitaprajnaparamitaniteOr 

Poussin, 3.1. 

4 
Sprung, p. 32. 
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2 

to CandrakTrti, with aim and intent similar to that of his master (i.e. 

the BUddha): for the enlightenment of others. 

CandrakYrti, then, informs the reader what the subject-matter of 

Nagarjuna's treatise consists of: 

Neither perishing nor arising in time, 
neither terminable nor eternal, 

Neither self-identical nor variant in form, 
neither coming nor going;: 5 

Such is the true way of things, the serene 
coming to rest of the manifold of named things, 

As taught by the perfectly enlightened one 6 
whom I honour as the best of all teachers. 

This is Nagarjuna's own statement of the concerns expressed in his 

middle-way verses. That which is most real corresponds to this eight-

fold negation, as the text makes some effort to point out. Sprung notes 

that "the true way of things" comes to mean "non-dependenti non-origin-

ation" for Nagarjuna, which roughly means since things do not exist as 

independent entities as we are inclined to think of them, they are empty 

of the "being" we impart to them. 7 

If the subject-matter of the treatise and commentary is bthe 

true way of things" (pratityasamutpada), CandrakTrti ~eaves no doubt 

about its "ultimate concern" (prayojanam): 

-The ultimate concern of the treatise is clearly stated to 
be nirvaoa: the serene coming to rest o~ the manifold of 
all named things (sarvaprapaffcopasama). 

5 - d- . 31 prat~tyasamutpa a, Pouss~n, • o. 
6 . 

Sprung, p.33. 7 
sprung, p.33 (footnote). 

8 Sprung, p.33'. 
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Here, the soteriological aim of Nagarjuna's treatise (nnd of BuddhisD 

in general) is given. Nirva~~1 aterm \'lhich signifies the raison d' E1tre 

of the Buddhist path and the like yet eludes precise definition, is 

linked to the realiz<ltion of the futility of using ontologi:::al criteria 

(being/non-being, existence/non-existence) in the ClSSF!SSrner.t of "reality" 

O(tattva) • 

Given the origin, subject-li'latter and ultimate con;:;ern of his 

middle-way Sdst~1 Ifagarjuna dedicates his work to "the b2st of all 

teachers" (vadata!!!. varalll) 9 owing to his penetrating insight into 

- -d 10 1 ' , f 1 'h • pr~tl.tyasamutpa ~ I to 11.8 gre::.t compassl.on or t 10se WHO are l.gnorant 

of it and suffer the fate of dcsir8 predicated upon ignorance and O\·;ing 

to his consummate skill in teaching men the \,;ay out of this pervas.l. ·:e 

affliction knmm as "duhkha". 
-~--

In considering the notion of "the wise oneil in this and subsequent 

sections of the P;casannapac1d, it will become clear that he .:11so partakes 

of this type of p(!netrating insight into things that coexists with an 

outstanding sense of compassion for ordinary folk who are not so blessed. 

He mayor may not be a skilled teacher of .the intricacies of "the middle 

J yah prat!tyagamutPddam prapancopasama1J\ sivaJIl 
--- de~~yam~5a sawbuddhasta~ ~nde vadat~ ~2' 

Poussin, 11.15-16. 

10" ubI" L d h- , 'd '. ' 1 La s ~ml.te u Tat agata res~ e en cecl. qu l. a correctement 
enseigne le pratityasamutpada; avec la nature intime au PratTtyas~~utpada, 
Ie 'l'athagata est inseparab1ement associ~. ", Poussin, p. 3 (note 4). 



4 

\1ay", but having developed his awareness and concern for other in accord

ance with the teaching "of the only perfectly realized one n11 , the 

Hisdom (praj~a) to overcome the chronic and obsessive th.1.rst 'tp~12a) 

inperish':ihility is his. He \llil1 incorporate that wisc10m as his skill 

(upaya) to adapt it to everyday situations increases. 

CandrakI.rti, while commenting on lJagarjuna's opening verses, 

suggests that Ule viay the wise man Oiryc:) comes to view pratlt.ya~c;cL'Uutpa:c::! 

"in its traditional, c().usal sense,,12, is as fol1m"s: 

Dependent origination is thus itself delusive because, in the 
comprehension of the vlise man, nothing self-existent arises in 
it nor is there y~tual destruction, and by the same token, no 
actual movement. '\ 

Here it is expressed that the insight of the \-lise man, the one viho is OIl 

the vlay, has gone beyond the causal irr.plications of I)rat'ityasamutpada to 

its more subtle meaning. Hhat had been understood as a denial of a 

permanent self, or as a causal law to give credence to the notion that 

separately cxistin<] elements came together in various configurations to 

produce an apparently permanent atman, is considered by the wise to be 

"delusive" Their insight has shown that "nothing self-exist~nt arises 

in it nor is there actual destruction ••• " and the Madhyamika philo-

sophers argue that this is the correct view. Murti contends: 

------------------------------
11 

tathagatasyaivaikasyaviparItarthavaditvaw, Poussin, 
12.1, Sprung p.35. 

12 
Sprung, p.34 (note 5). 

13 ,_._, 
_ ." __ g eveaan~m samv:J;tap pratTtya5amutpad~ t svabhavenanutpannatvad 
arya]nanapek;;aya nasminnirodho vidyate 'yavannasminnirgamo vidvate 
Poussin, 10.13-11.2; Sprung, p.34. - I 



Pratltya~samutpada is not the principle of temporal sequence, 
but of the essential dependence of things on each other, i.e., 
tile unreality of the separate elements (naissvabhavya, 
dharma-naiiatmya). The entire :.:a~hYcu.r!ka system is a re
interpretation of Pratltya--samutpada. 

5 

If the ""ise have comprehended that prat"ityasamutpada is more than 

just a causal explanation of the existence of the dharmas (separate 

elements of existence), and ~radhyamika argues that it is beyond arising, 

perishing and so on, what does a "reinterpretation of PratItyasamut-

pada-suggest? Hurti continues by saying: 

It is now equated with sunyata - the empirical validity of 
entities and their ultimate unreality. The middle path is 
the non-acceptance of the two extremes - the affirmativeland 
the negative (the sat and the asat) views, of all views. ~ 

Through "the non-acceptance of the two extremes", the wise one is 

letting things be as they are, fully aware that in the ultimate analysis, 

the names we ascribe to things that allm.; us to isolate them for our 

use and surveillance are empty (sunya), "lacking both being and non

being" .16 

Expending energy on developing views about things based on the 

affirmation or negation of their distinguishing characteristics (lak-

~a{ta) as the true apprehension of their intrinsic nature (svarupa) is 

considered to counterproductive to release from dUQkha. The illumined 

mind (bom1i) of the wise one confirms that views (~) about things 

14 . 
Hurtl., p.7. 15 . 7 l1urtl., p. -8. 

16 
Sprung, p.276. 

17 
Sprung, p.273. 



do not reveal the nature of pratityasamutpada. CandrakIrti says: 

Hhen dependent origination is seen by the wise (arya) as it 
truly is because the manifold of named things (prapaika) -
the duality of name and what is named, and so on - has ceased 
utterly, the nanifold of named things comes to rest in it. 
Nagarjuna hoilds that dependent origination is nothing else 
but the coming to rest of the manifold of named things. 

6 

Instead of coming up with clever speculations about the nature of things, 

the wise overcome the limited horizon of everyday thought by putting to 

rest the "manifold of named things". One r:u.ght ask, "t'mat is the value 

of overcoming 'named things' (prapanca) in terms of nirvaua?" One answer 

might be: 

Hhen the everyday raind and its contents are no longer active, 
the subject and object of everyday transactions (vyavah'ara) 
having faded out because the turmoil of origination, decay, 
and death ~~s been left behind co~pletely, that is final -
beatitude. 

The awareness that is attained by the wise, and advocated by 

l·iacL'1.yamika, is one ,."hich mirrors the things around it. Ultimate sig-

nificance should not be placed on the distinctive characteristics of 

thing~ this could unsettle the mind that has cultivated an openness, 

a non-fixating purview of tattva. As things are known to be empty, 

"the subject and object of everyday transactions (vyavahara)" do not 

continue to dominate one' s a,."areneSSi things can be seen for what they 

really are, i.e. sun~a even in terms of pratItyasamutpada. The wise one, 

lSyathavisisthapratItyasamutpadadarsane sati aryanamabhidheyadi
lak~a~asya prapancasya sarvathaparamat 'prapafic~upasamoosminniti 'sa 
~ pratltyasamutpada~ prapaficopasame ityucyate, Poussin, 11.6-8; Sprung, p.35 

19cittacaitan~ ~ tasminnapravrt~a0Jhanajneyavyvaharaniv~ttau_ 
j~atijnaramara~adiniravasejopadravarahitatvat '§iva~, Poussin, 11.9-10, 
Sprung, p.35. 



therefore, avoids the speculations about substance that suggest a 

realist (Samkhya or Hyaya-Vai~e~ika) or eternalist (Auvaita vedanta) 

position. Hurti notes: 

The Upani~ads and the systems following the Brahmanical tradition 
conceive reality on the pattern of an inner core or soul (atman), 
illlr.tutable and identical amidst an outer region of impermanence 
and change, to which it is unrelated or but loosely related • 
••• Not only did these systems accept the atman, but what is 
more, they conceive all other things also on the substance 
pattern. The atman is t~o very pivot of their metaphysics, 
epistemology and ethics •. 

7 

lihat is advocated by Ma(!,;\yamika, as confirmed by the experience of 

the wise ones, is the very denial of the efficacy of "the substance 

pattern" as being conclucive to nirval)a. For the HacL~yamika, deliberations 

about atman used in the search for tattva are thought to lead to a pro-

liferdtion of theories about things which only hamper the release from 

afflicted existence. The wise have overcome the tendency to define the 

parameters of tattva using metaphysics. Instea.d, the wisdom (prajna) they 

cultivate, especially through meditation, is deemed a deeper penetration 

into "the way things are in truth" (tathata) .21 Hadhyamika argues, in 

accordance \vith this vlisdom, that all views w:nich makes claims about 

tathata are unintelligible. This might be alternatively stated as the 

ultimate concern of Hagarjuna's treatise, i.e. the coming to rest of all 

named things (prapanca); in a word, nirvaQa. 

If all claims about "the way things are in truth" are uninte11-

igible, if all dHtis are false (m:t'f1a), v;hat is the point of saying 

20 t· 10 Hur ~, p. • 
21 

Sprung, p. 269 • 
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anything in relation to nirva9a? candraklrti anticipates the objections 

of potential opponents by saying: 

••. if Nagarjuna undertook this work with the purpose of 
demonstrating the falsity of all possible assertions 
(sarvawlarmanam ~?atva) - whatever is false being non
existent - it follows that there are no bad deeds and, 
in their absence, no miserable lives. Hor can there be good 
deeds, and, in their absence, no good lives. But if there 
is no~possibility of differentiating a good life from a 
bad, there can be no birth-death cycle in the Buddhist sense. 
And then there w~:!ld be no purpose at all in undertaking any 
deed whatsoever. 

If all possible assertions are false, then the opponent can show that 

liagarjuna has in fact invalidated his own reasons fro writing his treat-

ise, has negated the experience of the wise and brought the entire Buddhist 

path into question. Indeed, given the characterizations of Hadhyamika 

as "sUnyavadin .. 2~, it is not surprising that preceding objections of the 

sort mentioned by CandrakIrti would be brought forward. Though the 

Widhyamika is "dubbed as rank nihilism", Hurti argues that this assessment 

of their position is a mistaken one: 

22 
Sprung, p.45-46. 

(This type of objection, i.e. the suggestion that Madhyamika 
advocates complete and utter falsity (or emptiness), is made repeat
edly throughout the text, and is usually clarified in terms of their 
"non-position". Sometimes, a reference to the wise is made to show 
that those \';ho have sufficient insight, understand the intent of the 
Hadhyamika critique and do not confuse it with nihilism.} 

23 1 0 d 0 f d""h d 0 0 h thO "The t ur var~ety 0 Bau u. a octr~ne, v~z. t at every .long 
is er.1pty (i.e. that absolutely nothing exists) is contradicted by all 
means of right knowledge, and therefore requires no special refutation. 
For this apparent world, whose existence is guaranteed by all the means 

~ . --of knowledge, cannot be denied ••• ", Sankara, "Brahma Sutra Bha;.?ya" II, 
2, 32, in ?hibault, Vol. I, p.247. 



There is no reason to single out the !·1'adhyamika as specially 
nihilistic •..••• 'rhe !-iadhyamika rejects every view as falsifi
cation of the real. The rejection is, however, a means, the 
only means open to absolutism, to free the real of we accidental 
accretions with which the finite mind invests it through ig
norance; it is not an end. It is confusion to regard the "no 
v~ews2~f the real" attitude of the t·:adhyamika as a tlno reality" 
V1ew. 

CandrakTrti,himself, counters the anticipated objection of the 

opponent by stating \vhat can be considered the strategy of Ifcigar juna 's 

treatise: 

In reply (to the opponent) we urge the essential falsity of things 
in order to counteract the inveterate co~mitment of the ordi~5 
ary ~an to the reality of the everyday world as the reality. 

9 

Clearly, this is not a nihilist position. Urging "the essential falsity 

of things" is a teaching device, a r.:eans of overcoming the firm belief 

that the relation between name and what is named is ultimately real. 

t·fadhyamika's insistence on "the essential falsity of things" is an 

attempt to put to rest the ordinary man's belief in the imperishability 

of the atman. Furthermore, in urging the falsity (mf~atva) of even 

pratityasamutpada, Hagd:rjuna is aiming his cornments at those ,,,ho have been 

26 
initiated in the instruction of the middle path. The two-fold nature 

of the Tathagata' s instruction, and ~lagarjuna' s exposition of it "'/ill be 

discussed later in this "'lork. 

24Eurti , p. 234. 25 
Sprung, p.46. 

26 ( h' . d' ,--. h' . -'" h _ T 1S 1n 1cates tnat l~agarJuna. • as g1ven conSlueratlon to t ose 
monks who may have either misunders~ood the teachings of the 'Iathagata 
in the canonical literature (sutras) or are confused about which sutras 
are for the general populace (neyartl1a) and those which are for initiates 
(nltartha). On this distinction, see Candrakirti in Sprung, p.44-45 and 
tlurti, p.254-255.) 
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Though critics of r,iaclhyamika seize upon several aspects (like 

~"atva and ~un'{ata) of the crit.ique of atman-based thinking, Candraklrti 

shu.vs that "the essential falsity of things" is not the understanding 

of "the realized wise ones who take nothing at all as either false (mria) 

or not false (anwra)". 27 The_wise, mving to their insight, are not 

limited by conventional understanding; thus, they are not bound and 

deterrl'.ined to think strictly in terms of false or not false, existence 

or non-existence, being or non-being. For those who, unlike the wise, 

are still bound by primal ignorance (avidya), the comprehension of tattva 

depends on the willingness to first accept that the world they know in 

the ordinary sense is false. This is the first step on the path to 

I
' 28 rea ~zed awareness. CandrakTrti indicates that he who does not free 

himself from the limitations of conventional ways of understGinding the 

world, will not even reach the first step: 

How anyone \'7ho is in the grip of misbelief will never compre
hend the essential falseness of all putative elemen·ts of 
existence: he persists incorrigibly in the belief that depen
dent things are self-existent. Being thus incorrigible and 
being committed to the belief that what is directly given in 
the form of the putative elements of existence is reality, 
he carries out actions and he cycles in the birth-death cycle; . 

27 - - --(naiva tvarya~ krtakaryaQ) ki~ cidupalabhante yanmf~~ aIDf~a va 
syaditi, Poussin, 44.13-14; Sprung, p.46. 

28"First of all one must attend to the emptiness of dharmas, i.e. 
one must understand what a dharma is, as distinct from a thing or person, 
must learn the Abhidharma teachings in their many details, and acquire 
some skill in reviewing everyday experiences in terms of dharmas. Those 
who omit to take this preliminary step \."il1 never get any further in this 
quest for 'emptiness' because they do not develop even the 'foundation' 
of that 'wisdom' which is the subjective counterpart of 'emptiness' .", 
Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, p.244. 
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. . _ 29 
being rooted in misbelief he will not attal.n nl.rvaQa. 

'rhus, the strategy of urging the essential falsity of things is neither 

aimed at the realized wise ones, nor is it to be used as evidence that 

the Hac1hyamika is a nihilist. Rather, ~Elgarjuna and Candrakirti have 

laboured to free those 1I1ho take apparent origination, decay and termin-

ation of things as the marks of reality. 

If nagarjuna aces urge the essential falsity of things, what of 

the objection of the ordinary man (Le. one who believes that entities 

exist nore or less independently of each other, or one who accepts the 

role of causality in the world) who says by such urging, Hadhyamika has 

brought the entire Buddhist path into q~estion? Again, CandrakTrti 

provides us witl1 an informed criticisn of mI~atva in this context: 

How can there be an adequate basis for affliction ~g freedom 
therefrom if things are false by their very nature? 

The response given to this o~jection shows how that which is. 

false can be delusive, when taken as real: 

... in the Vinaya it is told: "An artisan created a doll in the form 
of a young woman. Though not in reality a young \'lOman it was jus t 
like the one in appearance. It beca::1e t.1-}e object of true love 
and desire for a certain painter. Similarly, even things \.,rhich are 
wholly false can provide, for the unen~ightened, an adequate basis 
for affliction and freedom therefrom". 

Though avidya (primal ignorance) and pratTtyasarnutpada may be considered 

as false according to the wise, for the i;nenlightened they have an in flu-

29 
Sprung, p.46. 30 

Sprung, p.46. 

31 
Sprung, p.4G-47. 
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ence wi1ich is counterproaucti ve to sal va tion. Owing to this influence, 

they are subject to dli\1kha which may be an empty notion for the realized 

\1ise ones, but is real enough for those who suffer its effects. To say 

that "absolutely nothing exists" for the ,r,ladhyamika is to overlook the 

intention of his treatise, and to miss entirely the concern of his 

mentor, the Tatnagata. 

In an attelnpt to have the tladhyamika clarify his position, the 

opponent might contend that }~dhyamika's insistence that all things are 

false is itself a false claim. Furthermore, 

If a Hadhyamika does not, in any sense at all, advance cognitive 
claims, how is your assertion "things do not arise spontaneously 
or because of another, or because of both or from no cauj2 at all" 
to be understood? It has the form of a cognitive claim. 

Hhat follo .... 15 is the Madhyamika reply: 

Our reply is that this pronouncement is an assertion for the 
ordinary man because it is argued solely on a basis which he 
accepts. But it is ~~t a cognitive assertion for those wise 
in the Budwlist way_ 

Again, Candrak~rti encounters a potential objection with a reference to 

the '.1ay the wise comprehend "the Buddhist way". He claims that Hadhyamika 

does not advance any "cognitive claims" (niscaya) at all in an earlier 

34 
passage; his so-called cognitive claims are not to be taken out of the 

context of criticizing the practises of conventional thought. The 

l·{a<ihyamika claims that he is not formulating another theory of causality 

32 sprung, p.50. 

33 ,... -:::'1. ucyate n~sc~tam~daJll ~c0'-y~ lokasy~ svaprasidCL.'1ayaivopa}2attya 
naryaQaltl, Poussin, 57.5-6; Sprung, p.:5U. 

34 
Sprung, p.49-50. 
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or the like; rather, he is trying to sho,,- the unintelligibility of all 

theories whose purport is making assertions about the way -things really 

are. 

'l'he opponent might then ask, "Is t...'1ere no reasoned argument for 

the wise?", to , .. hich CandrakTrti replies: 

How could \>,e say whether there is or there is not? The higher 
truth, for the wise, is a matter of silence (tUjIJ.i.rDbl1ava). 
How then would ever~gay language, reasoned or unreasoned, be poss
ible in that realm? 

One might be able to argue, given tl1e claim that the higher truth 

"is a natter of silence" for the wise, that t..'r1e dialectic of the Nadhya-

mika eliminates the opportunity for any further philosophical explor-

ation. This is true to some extent, but herein lies the depth of the 

Nadhyamika approach. 

To regard I<1adhyanlika as strictly philosophy is to concentrate 

exclusively on their arguments, ignoring the nore meditative aspects 

that pervade their thought. Stcherbatsky sees that I-1adhyamika is both 

"philosophy and mysticism" and lucidly explains the limitations of 

35 ( ) k' kh - - - . - . ( ) . duk opponent ~Q - avaryapa~upaoa~t~rnastL? reply kena~ta ' tam-
.il,st;i. Y1! narn vet;i.. l?.~ll~ by..aryana.:;t ttJ~lJrWhav~ 'tat.a4. }rntastatUl..,. 
Napancasa~bhavo yadupapattiranupapatj;,ir-1a svat?, Poussin, 57.7-8; 
Sprung, p.50. 

(On the Hadhyamika use of language, Sprung corements: "Language 
is born of and serves the timeless need of men to comfort and deceive 
themselves with a world of 'pretend' reality. It serves an intellectual 
facul ty \'lhich is sub~ect to 'kleshic' de:-'ands; all reasoning, based on 
the everyday understanding of language, !:lust fail to be knowledge ••• ", 
M. Sprung, "Non-Cognitive Language in !-liidhyaIllka Buddhism"; p.248.~ 



• /t'-
of reasoned argument in the apprehension of praJna: 

By its dialectic, its critical probe (prasangapadana) into 
all the categories of thought, it relentlessly exposes the 
pretensions of Reason to know Truth. The hour of Reason's 
despair, however, becomes the hour of Truth. The seeker nmv 
turns to meditation on the various forms of tiinyata, and 
the practice of prajnaparamitas. BY3~oral and yogic practices, 
he is prepared to receive the Truth. 

14 

Surely, there are those who remain unmoved by the suggestion that mystical 

intuition can provide more direct access to the truth than philosophy can. 

For some students of philosophy, the exclamation that,."This isn't 

philosop~y\l, seems to be enough to dismiss the efforts of the Miidhyamika 

as clever and esoteric t but not serious enough to ,varrant fucther invest-

igation. 

The Nadhyamikas defend the efficacy of reason for dispelling the 

ignorance of false opinions, but in no \"lay suggest it leads to nirvatla 

when untempered by prajna. The way to truth, for the Hadhyamikas, does 

not confine itself to the pa-th of discursive thought; that path has 

been well-travelled by philosophers but is not the only one open to the 

wise. As they are not confined to the use of reason in the search for 

truth, they are not bound to give a reasoned account of the world of 

particulars. 

36 Stcherbatsky, Conception, p.58. 

(Prof. Stcherbatsky, relying on suggestive metaphors, says, 
"In the final stage of Prajna, the wheels of imagination are stopped, 
the discursive mind is stilled, and in that silence Reality (bhuta
tathatii) stoops to kiss the eye of the aspirant; he receives the 
accolade of prajna and becomes the knight-errant of Truth.", Ibid., p.58) 



The opponent might be inclined to ask: 

But if the \vise ones do not give a reasoned acco~nt hu." \'lill 
tlley convey the idea of a hiqher tr~cll to the ordinary nan? 

to v;hich CandrakIrti offers the following reply: 

The "lise do not give a reasoned account of the everyday exper
ience of the ordinary man. Ratr..er, adopting for the sake of 
enlightening others, and as a means only, vlhat passes for 
reasoning in the everyday \]orld, they work for the enlighten
ment of the ordinary man.

3 

15 

Here, the ultimate concern of Nag3:rjuna's treatise is reiterated (sarva-

prapancopasama or nirva~a) in a different context. Once again, the 

role of tJ1e \'lise ones is central to the proper use and expression of 

the concerns of the Tathagata. Taking tlleir example from the realized 

wise ones, I.~agQ.rjuna and CClndraklrti are able to use "what passes for 

reasoning in the everyday world" to refute the false vie,vs about tattva 

that emerge from such reasoning. 

WIlat is orucial in the preceding example is through prajna, to-

gether with careful textual study, the lir.,i tations of reason in the ap-

prehension of the way things really are become ever clearer to the wise. 

Indeed, prajna-oriented experience like meditative practices on the var-

ious modes of sunyata distinguishes the wise one from ordinary men, 

37 ( t)" 1 - - . opponen yam. _lyarya upapattu;: ~ varnayanti ken a khalvidanr~ 
parar.larthalIl lokil~1 bodhilyi~yanti. (reply) na khal varya lokasa:nvyavahdrena
upapatti~ varnayanti 'kiT tu lokata ~ yal?rasiddhopapattist~ paravabo
dharthamabhyupetya tayaiv~ 10kalJl bod.:'1ayanti, Poussin, 57.9-11; Sprung, 
p.SO-51. 



enhancing his ability to "reveal the Infinite by removing that which 

38 
obscures it" beyond that of those who rely on reason to do the saIne. 

Being ignorant of prajna, and hence, the significance of th~ 

Tathagata's instruction, ordinary men will not come to know tattva 

until they realize that particular things are not "self-existent" 

(svabh"iwa). CandrakTrti reaffirms that the 

••. wise ones do not, in any way, take particular things as 
having essential natures. But ordinary men, whose thought, 
because of \veak vision, has succumbed to the defect of ignor
ance, impute an erroneous self-existence to any and all 
particular things fu,d suffer excessively. The wise ones then 
discourse w~~h ther.l using only such arguments as ordinary 
men accept. 

16 

Again, the first step on the Buddhist path is the cultivation of ~unya6i; 

failing that, there can be no further progress. The attitudes that give 

rise to obsessive desire, so-called "kleshic'l tendencies that ensnare 

and bind men to prinordial ignorance (avidya) if "erroneous self-exist-

ence" is ir:;puted to particular things, must be overcome. 

Though the cultivation of sunyata. is advocated as the way of 

d · 11' . kl' 40 . ~(.. d th l' ~spe ~ng Dle ~S, empt~nes~~s not presente as e u t~mate 

expression of tattva. Conze notes that, 

the Void is brought in not for its own sake, but as a meelod 
which leads to the penetration into true reality. It opens the 
way to a direct approach to the true nature of things (dharmata) 
by removing all adherence to words, which always detract or 

39 ( . h- ) - . h h- - -evam~ apy arya~I'" sarvat apyanupalabhyamanatmaka~ bhavanam-
~VidY~ti~r02aha~ama~inaycu:at~~a vi~arltam ~;,abhavamadh'laropya kva cicca 
!:@.Ill. c~dv~se!?aI:lat1.taral1l par1.kl1.syant~ pfthagJnanatJ.. tanidanlmaryastatpra
siddhayaivopapattya paribodhayanti, Poussin, 58.1-3 i Sprung, p.51. 

40 
Sprung, p.268. 

"t) 
j Conze, 0.243. 



abstract from reality instead of disclosing it. Emptiness is not 
a theory, but a ladder which reaches out into the l.-Dfinite, and 
which should be climbed, not discussed. It is n~t taught to make 
a theory I but to get rid of theories altogether •. 

In the introductory section of the Prasannapada, an attempt has 

17 

been made to focus the reader's attention on the origin, subject-matter 

and u1 ti;~te concern of liiigarjuna' s cryptic verses on the middle-\-Tay, 

and to prepare him for the issues L~at will be raised as the commentary 

proceeds. As we have seen, Candraklrti has used the experience of the 

wise ones as a way of confirning the Hadhyar.uka interpretation of the 

Tathagata's instruction and in order to illustrate the freedom from 

avidya_ that realized wise ones attain. 

Perhaps the most significant use of the notion of the wise one 

in the initial section of the text is in showing that emptiness (or 

"openness") is not merely a theory or intellectual exercise. '- -Sunyata 

is not something which must be confirmed oy the aspirant, but is, as 

Conze said above, "a method which leads to the penetration into true 

reality". The wise are of significance here because, according to 

Candrakirti's earlier reply to the opponent, "para.r;iartho hyarya:QalJl 

tu,?~In1bhava\l" I or lithe higher (truth) is a matter of silence for the wise 

ones". They show to the accomplished philosopher, and the initiate alike, 

that sunyata is "a ladder which reaches out into the infinite", not 

41 
Conze, op.cit., p.243. 
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merely a theory of radical anatmiln. It is a method of overcoming 

aviuy::i.. considered by the wise and by l'ladhyamikas to be far more 

. ( . ) 42 effect1.ve than tark~ argumentatl.on. 

~unyata, for the wise, must be cultivated along the path to the 

higher truth of realized a'.vareness. The higher truth does not speak of 

emptiness to the "lise. Rather, 

•.. it is an experience of a different dimension - spaceless, 
timeless, nirvil:alpa (beyond the province of thought and 
speech) .•. (it is to be) found at the supralogical, suprarational 
level of prajna , .. hich one can mount to only by a life of moral 
and spiritual discipline. The Hadhyamaka system is neither sceptic
ism, nor a~10stici5m. It iS4~ open invitation to everyone 
to see P£ality face to face. 

Once again, some may challenge that the preceding passage from 

Prof. Stcherbatsky is no longer in the realm of philosophy, making it 

more difficult to assess the claims made therein. One's task of ex-

amining the notion of the wise one in this context may not provide 

sufficient grounds for refuting such a challenge, but the alleged wisdom 

of those knmvledgeable in the middle-way is so intriguing in character 

and so well-integrated into a number of t-ladhy amik a , s philosophical 

positions, that it can hardly be ignored. This has already been shown 

in the fev1 passages tha"t have been taken from the text I s introductory 

section. 

In concluding the first chapter of the text, Candrak'irti says: 

42 
(Sprung suggests that tarka is "disputation which assumes there 

is proof in argument", p. 269.) 

43 
stcherbatsky, op.cit., p.59. 



... the endeavour of this first chapter is to establish that 
things do not really arise by o:?posing the perverse foisting 
(adhyaropa) of an essential nature on things. It will be the 
endeavour of the remaining chapters to invalidate and reject 
any and al!4reifying distinctions (vi~eia) \ofhich are foisted 
on things. 

19 

i1hat follows will show that the notion 0:: the \'lise one figures signifi-

cili~tly in several sections of the text &~d is used by CandrakIrti in 

other places to further clarify the Hadhyamika position. 

44 
Sprung, p.5l-52. 



'rIfC DENIAL OF BOT ION 

Consistent \vith the Hadhyamika contention that dependent origin-

a tion is unintelligible \'lhen regarded as ultimately real is Nagarjuna I s 

assault on ordinary notions like movement and rest. If origination, and 

decay, are considered to be mistaken representations of the real that 

ordinary men have come to rely upon, then Uagarjuna insists that motion 

and rest should be viewed in the same light: 

'l'here is no motion, first, in what has been traversed, nor in 
what has not yet been traversed, nor in \vhat, as something 
distir.ct f~om wha~ has and has not been traversed, is just 

il:..> 
~"~in,- +:.~~C\.~-~~r«;~,M" 

If one verc to give an example of motion per se, would he be able to say 

that the path he t;:"avelled indicated movement, or the path on which he 

would return indicated the same in a future mode, or that the path he 

was presumably traversing was indeed evidence of motion? Nagarjuna would 

suggest that none of the above could be considered as intelligible ex-

amples of motion. 

Uagarjuna's argument turns on the insight that motion is spatially 

determined in terms of \-.rhat "has been traversed" and "what has not yet 

been traversed"; the point in space between past and future movement, 

according to Hadh.yamika, does not exist. CandrakIrti comments that, 

45 
Sprw19, p.76. 

20 



... we never observe another, third sector of the path of movement 
unrelated to what has and has not been traversed called 'in trav
erse' (gamyamana). In this sense, therefore, there is no ITotion 
in what is just being traversed. Being!g motion cannot be 
expressed intelligibly (~prajn'apyatc). 

21 

Though "being in motion cannot be expressed intelligibly", one is 

directed in this text to an understanding of motion, of the mover ,,,ho 

I:.oves and the movement that moves. Such an understanding is modelled on 

that of the wise, who, it is s&€Id, go beyond the relational conception 

of motion that is suggested by common sense. 

l~agarjuna attempt.s to show that motion, the mover and movement 

are fallacious when viewed from the perspective of the realized, wise 

one. Having sho'",n that none of these indicate a self-existent nature, 

he concludes his argument (which is only briefly mentioned here) by 

saying, "Therefore there is no motion, no one moving and no space trav-

47 
crsed". One shOUld not take this to indicate the utter denial of mot-

ion. In the ordinary sense in which language is used, Hadhyarnika would 

not deny that the description of "being in motion" is appropriate for 

a basic understanding of things as physical units. 

However, should one suggest that motion is "real" in the ,,,ay 

these Buddhists understand it or infer that since there is motion, there 

must be change, the Z,ladhyamika critique would bear down on him. Prof. 

Hurti notes: 

Change as transformation of things (causation) cannot be explained 

46 
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rationally. change, as change of place or locomotion, is equally 
inexplicable. . .• l-Jagarjuna denies both motion and rest. Each is 
nothing by itself or together. ., .:·lotion is denied because of the 
untenability of the ingredients that necessarily engender it. 
••• Hovement is one sweepi~g act. It cannot be conceived, but only 
'felt' and lived through. 

That motion "cannot be conceived, but only 'felt' and lived through" 

presents no problem for the wise, judging by this quotation that immedi-

ately follows Nagarjuna's conclusio~s about ITotion: 

As is said in the A}~!iayarnati Nirdesa sutra, "'Coming' I 

"- .,.. . venerable Saradvat~putra, 1S a word neaning union; 'going', 
venerable SaradvatIputra, is a word neaning separation. 
\'/h~re there is no word for either union or separation, that 
is the language (pauam) of the wise ones, because theirs is 
a language beyond ordinary words (apadyogena) '49The movement 
of the wise ones is neither cmning nor going'. 

Hot only is the language of the ",ise said to be "beyond ordinary words", 

apparently referring to their use of language "'hich is guided by wisdom 

(prajffa) but also t.heir own movement is characterized as "nei L'-ler coming 

nor going". 

That the pada~ of the wise goes beyond ~1e mundane use and under-

standing of language is consistent \vi th the emerging description of the 

wise as given in the introductory section. Regarding the use of language 

by the wise, CandrakTrti has already won6ered, "How then ,,,ould everyday 

48 . 
Murt~, p.178, 183. 

49 th 1rt - -, . . d' - ,-ya - 0 .. a,.'nary....e:'<9ayamat~nl.r esaSl:tre. agatiri ti bhadanta sarad-
vatrputra sa6kar1a~apadam etat. gatiriti bhadanta saradvat~putra nij
}~aq;au.apadametat. yatra ~ scuTIkariao.apadaill ~ nijkari'ap.apadall1 taaaryaQarr 
padamapadyo~lena anagatirgatiscaryana':1 gatiri ti., Poussin, 108.1-3; 
Sprung, p.89. 
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language, reasoned or unreasoned, be possible in that realm?" 
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It can De argued that the \'lise go beyond ordinary words on the question 

of r;lotion and rest as their understanding takes its power from realized 

ai-lareness rather than conventional vlisdom. In a sense, they dwell in the 

realm of the higher truth (paranartha satya) "where there is no ,-lord for 

ei ther union or separation". 

Is the move,nent of the wise "neither coming nor going" because they 

partake of realized a'.-lareness that it is not oriented tOvlard the charac-

teristics of motion and rest? He are, once again, led to making an 

assessr:ent of the loka of the realized wise one from a somewhat cryptic 

reference, which in Sanskrit is simply, "anagatirgatiscary~ap gatiriti".51 

A literal English translation is, as Sprung has rendered it; "The movement 

of the \'lise ones is neither coming nor going". This seems a little ob5-

cure, but there are two occasions for clarity here. The first involves 

at least two other raeanings for the root gam relevant to this excerpt. 

Though gar:! is very x:1uch the verb of motion I Sprung notes: "The further 

meanings of the verb gam must come to mnd here: (a) attairunent; (b) 

1 " 52 cornpre lens~on " . Thus, the attaiTh~ent or comprehension of the wise is 

centred on "neither coming nor going". 

A second clue to resolving the enigma regarding this cryptic 

phrase involving the wise is providecl in another quotation attributed to 

the Tathagata; 

50 " 
v~cle ante, p.13. 51 "d Vl e ante, p.22, n.49. 

52 
Sprung, p.89 , n.l. 



A man catches sight of a pretty female fac:e in a mirror or a 
dish of oil. The foolish man, conceiving a desire for her, 
starts in pursuit of his love. But as the face does not pass 
into and exist in the reflectio:1, he ''''ill never attain it. 
As he generates his passion in error, eV5~ so, you should 
know, are all the elements of existence. 

24 

Similarly, both the ordinary and the wise man perceive motion and change. 

However, the ordinary man foolishly mistakes it for the real, making 

motion, change and ultimately "all the elements of existence" (sarva-

dharma) the basis for his aspiratio:1s I cesire and action. For the vlise, 

who have cultivated ~Unyata to the extent that they realize "there is no 

motion, no one moving and no space trave::::-sed", his passion will no longer 

be gencrctted in error. 

53 
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THE CRITIQUE OF VISION 

AND THE OTHER SENSES 

For those who aren't persuaded that the refutation of motion 

and rest can be applied to sarvadharma, Nagarjuna and candrakIrti unde=-

take a critique of vision and the other senses. Indeed, they endeavou= 

to show that vision as it is ordinarily conceived is unintelligible. In 

this critique, the experience of the wise is again cited in support of 

the Madhyamika position. 

The paradigm for the critique is the same as for the refutation 

of motion. Nagarjuna tries to show that there is not an intelligible 

concept of vision, no agent of vision and no object of vision. 

In the same way that "being in motion cannot be expressed intell-

igibly", Nagarjuna \vonders: 

As a seeing activity which is presently not seeing is non-existg2t, 
how is it justifiable to speak of a seeing act~v1ty which sees? 

That is, the power of vision is considered in ordinary circumstances to 

exist in its own right, as if self-existent; however, can such a seeing 

activity "which is presently not seeing" be considered self-existent? 

Vision, as the activity of seeing (darsanarn), is unintelligible 

when analysed in and of itself. One may accept Nagarjuna's argument 

54 
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that vision per se is unintelligible, but could counter with the reply 

that there is an agent of vision and an object which is perceived. 

candrakIrti cautions that this is not the case for, 

As was said, 'The mover (bes not move', and so on, so it can be 
said, 'the agent of burning is not burned, and so on'. Sim
ilarly, 'the one seeing does not seSS is entailed, on the model 
of fire, by the analysis of motion. 

As indicated by the analysis of motion, there is no agent of vision a 

apart from the activity of seeing. Thus, a separate, self-existent 

notion of an agent of vision is unintelligible for ~'l:adhyamika as a seer 

is nowhere observed "either detached from or not detached from the act 

of seeing". 

As there is no separate notion of vision, nor of a seer~ how can ont 

speak of a self-existent object of vision? For Madhyamika, such an 

object is not possible for, 

If the seer does not exist, an object and an act of seeing, 
thus lacking any basis, will not be possiblSd how then \<lill 
the seer be established by their existence? 

Owing to their interdependence, the separate components of vision are 

unintelligible when treated as independent notions. ~e same rationale 

applies to the other sense faculties, including the sixth sense which 

is thinking (manas). 

vlhat, then, is the significance of the critique of vision and the 

rest over and above the analysis of motion and how do the '<lise figure 

55 
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56 
Sprung, p.95. 
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in this critique? 

Hadhyamika' s critique of vision and the other sense faculties 

attempts to show the unintelligibility of subject-object distinctions 

used to explain sens-perceptions, and hence, the contents of conscious-

ness are regarded as similarly unintelligible (nopapadyate)_ 

CandrakYrti notes that if, 

•.. the agent of seeing does not exist neither do seeing and 
its object, as has been explained. How then can the four 
factors - consciousness, contact, feeling and craving exist- 57 
ence - be real? It follows that they are not real (~santi). 

Regarding the phenomenon of perception, Hadhyamika assumes that the 

unenlightened use the model of agent, activity and object to account 

for sense experiences. As this model does not provide any traces of 

self-existent principles, it is rejected as nopapadyate~ S~milarly, 

consciousness and its objects, which depend on vision for their exist-

ence, must also be rejected. That being the case, the entire causal 

chain of samsara is called into question. 

The unenlightened, who (inadvertantly or not) structure their 

thinking in accord with the model of vision presented above, involve 

themselves in the "samsaric" chain that results. This is not the case 

for the wise. CandrakIrti confirms this in the following citation, 

attributed to the Tathagata: 

57 
Sprung, p.95. 



It is commonly supposed that visual consciousness arises 
in dependence on the organ of sight and the object; but 
the object is not based in the organ nor does the organ 
enter into tiLe object •••• it is a misconception, a non
existent figment. The wisediscerns,in meditation, how 
the contents of consciousness arise and vanish, are born 
and destroyed; he understands that consciousness neither 
comes nor aoes, that it is a magician's trick, and devoid 

f 
. 5u 

o be1.ng. 

Like motion, the senses and their objects are phenomena which "cannot 
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be conceived, but only felt and lived through" as Murti has suggested. 

If the elements of sensual phenomena and of consciousness are devoid 

of being, one perpetuates misconceptions and further inflames the 

affliction of avidya by theorizing about their alleged existence. 

The wise one, in meditation, comes to know that the senses and 

consciousness are not to be seized upon as revealing the contents of 

tattva. Conze suggests that, 

All the concrete content belongs to the interplay of 
countless conditions. Any • own-being' that would, by 
contrast, be something of its own is seen to be no more 
than an abstraction, an empty spot covered by a word. 
Neither produced nor maintained by itself, a thing by 
itself is nothing at all. And this is equ~~alent to the 
insight into the emptiness of all dharmas. 

In the present discussion, vision (dar~anam) is ordinarily spoken of as 

having "own-being", uS if it were a "power" that existed in its own right. 

For the wise, who have insight into the "emptiness of all dharmas h
• this 

is clearly mistaken. 

58 (h . L" T e W1.se one discerns •.. ) vijnananirodhasambhava~ vijnanupad-
avayaI,!l vipaS'yati, ~ kahiIJl ci gataIIl ~ cagataw ~unyamayopama yogI pa~yati., 
Poussin, 121.1-2; Sprung, p.96. 

59 
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Neither the wise nor Madhyamika utterly deny the conditional 

nature of the senses and consciousness. Hmvever I as they are determined 

by conditions (dependent on other factors for their existence), they 

cannot be regarded as indicative of the true nature of thiqgs. This 

world of relative reality, the world of named things (praprurca) must 

be overcome by the wise if sunyata is to be fully appreciated. Conze, 

continuing on this theme, says, 

vlhatever may seem to disturb this emptiness and :the free 
flow of the wisdom which contemplates it, is of course actually 
tilere, but only conditonally, not on its own, as unsatis-
factory appearance, ultimately unreal and unworthy of serious 
consideration. In this way the understanding of the conditioned, 
when carried on long enough, automatically leads to the apprecia
tion of the Unconditioned. 60 

The critique of vision and the other senses (as well as conscious-

ness) is undertaken by Madhyamika because of its unintelligibility to 

them and in light of the "appreciation of the Unconditioned" that comes 

to the wise through meditation. 

60 
Conze r Buddhist Thought in India, p.241. 



CONCERNING THE SKANDHAS 

Though Imgarjuna and CandrakTrti have endeavoured to show that 

vision, the other senses and consciousness are lacking in svabhava, the 

opponent might contend that material objects (like the body) are real 

and have not been refuted by Maahyamika. Similarly, since the body 

(rupa) and the other personal factors of existence (skandhas) have not 

been refuted, the senses "which belong to the factors of personal 

existence ••. will exist as well". 61 

Nagarjuna counters with the observation that riipa {material form) 

cannot be perceived in the absence of the four elements: earth, air, fire 

62 
and water. Conversely, the four elements are nowhere observed in the 

absence of material form. 

Here, Nagarjuna is trying to show that rupa-skandha as well as the 

other four (feeling, ideation, character dispositions and consciousness) 

skandhas, which were used by earlier Buddhists to account for personal 

existence, are not logically possible. Material form is not caused, nor 

uncaused, nor both caused and uncaused, nor neither caused nor uncaused 

by the four elements. Conversely, material form is not an effect, nor 

non-effect etc. of the four elements. Thus, to speak of the material 

61 
Sprung, p.98. 

62 
Sprung, p.98, n.3. 
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form and the four elements separately is unintelligible. 

Regardless of the previous critique of vision and the other senses, 

"a perceptible material object \rupa) is not possible". Consequently, 

the wise 0.0 not make spurious. theoretical cl;timc obout personal existe:k:..ce 

or the objects of percaption. unlike the philosopher, whose orientaticn 

may demand a sensible account of personal existence and the like, 

••• the wise one (yogr), who sees things as they really are, 
Should not form any theories at all concerning objects. 
(lJagarjuna) 

The meaning is that he does not take objects to be the external 
base (iilambana) to which are attributed such characteristics as 
penetrable, impenetrable, veridically perceivable or not 
veridically perceivable, past or future, light or dark. 63 

One might be curious, given that the wise one ftshould not form any 

theories at all concerning objects", what would be his mode of expression 

concerning his insight into personal e.xistence? Conze. referring to the 

psychological attitudes associated with the perfection of wisdom (praj~a-

paramita), suggests, 

••• one may say that the attitude of the perfected sage is one of 
non-assertion. His individual self is extinct, and he will not 
assert himself in any way. And, since-he has no belief in sep
arate things, he will not affirm anything about any of them. 
Such an attitude of non-assertion must lead to logical rules which 
differ form those commonly held. 64 

Nagarjuna's relentless assault on such "commonly-held" notions as motion, 

vision and personal existence (to name but three) is evidence of the at-

titude of non-assertion, but can the wise one (as well as the Madhyamika) 

63(the wise one ••• concerning objects) tattvadarsT yogIrupagatan 
kam~cinna vikalpan vikalpayet., Poussin, 125.10-11; Sprung, p.lOO. 

64conze, "The Ontology of the Praj!'faparamita" in Philosophy East 
and \'lest, vol.3, no.2 (July '53). (Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 
1953), p.125. 



only use language non-assertively? 

In his paper on language in Madhyamika, Sprung notes, 

•.• e1at verbal assertions, whatever else they may do for humans, 
do not serve to know anything in the way in which we ordinarily 
presume we know something, i.e. being able to say what something 
is. 65 
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For the wise, to "form any theories at all" is a fruitless task, unless 

someone may be led to the contemplation of the dharmas by doing so. It 

is not possible for Hadhyamika to make any cognitively-valid claims, as 

language has no intrinsic validity for them. 

Nadhyamika urges (as confirmed by the experience of the wise) the 

seeker to abandon his dependence on the limitations of language when ex-

ploring the unfamiliar reaches of truth. The language of personal exist-

ence, material form and the like can only take the seeker so far ; beyond 

that, he must overcome his obssessive reliance on the allure of cognitive 

claims. As Conze suggests, 

If our basic anxiety is only perpetuated when we rely on something 
and is rooted out only when we give up this search for a firm sup
port - what could be more conducive to depriving us of any stable 
support tha a perpetual concentration pn the self-contradictory 
nature of all our experience? If a peaceful attitude to other is 
the test of religious zeal, it can only be furthered by a doctrine 
which tells us not to insist on anything, not to assert anything.66 

Though Nagarjuna has only dealt with rupa-skandha in this section, 

the same type of argument would obtain for the other four skandhas. For 

Madhyamika, the burden of proof is not upon them to show the unintelligi-

65 
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bility of the factors of personal existence (as they do not make any 

claims to that effect). Rather lit is up to the opponent to demonstrate 

that the cognitive claims of the unenlightened (on motion, vision or 

material form) are intelligible. As the reader \.;ill see, Nadhyamika 

attempts to show that no such claims are logically possible, owing to 

the rigours of the madhyama pratipad which relies on (in part) the 

experience of the wise. 



A.L~ EXANINATION OF DESIRE 

One of the most pervasive afflictions of everyday life, as~seen 

by Buddhists, is the affliction of desire (raga). A task central to the 

spiritual development of the monk is the overcoming of desire in his 

everyday existence. 

Given the Madhyamika position that the unenlightened are subject 

to the afflictions (klesas) fostered by ignorance of the way things 

really are, the opponent could argue that both the afflictions and the 

factors of personal existence exist because 1) afflicted existence 

(du9kha) and its release are of prime concern to Buddhists and 2) as 

there is an afflicted state, so there must be something on which it is 

based. 

As it was already noted in the story of the man seeing a woman's 

reflection,67 passion generated in 'error is only conditionally real, i.e. 

real for the one so-afflicted but not for the wise one who is no longer 

subject to affliction. 

Hadhyamika, aware of the perspective 6f the \'lise, proceeds to 

unravel the notion of desire. Candrakirti notes: 

The reasoning here would be that desire, conceived of as real 
by unsophisticated, ordinary people, would presuppose a per
son who desires and that he would either exist or not exist. 

67 'd 24 Vl. e ante, p. • 
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Nagarjuna says that neither alternative makes sense. 
If the one desiring were to exist prior to his 
desire, that is, quite apart from desire, desire 
would depend on the one desiring; given one 
desiring there would be desire. (Nagarjuna) 68 

Clearly, the examination of desire is going to take the form of the 

critique of motion, vision and the factors of personal existence. 

As in the previous cases,Nagarjuna's attack focuses on the 

unintelligibility of the components of desire when taken separately. 

Desire (raga) is not logically possible in the absence of one who 

desires (rakta), but one is not a rakta until he has raga. 

35 

The opponent could suggest" •.• it makes sense to say that desire 

could arise in an existing person who desires".69 However, Hadhyamika 

does not accept such reasoning ~ what appears to come in and out of exis-

tence, as desire and the other afflictions seem to, cannot be considered 

ultimately real. Referring to the opponent's statement above, Candra-

ktrti says, 

But this cannot possibly be - a desiring person devoid of 
desire - and it would necessarily follow that even the 
wise ones could have desires. 70 

Desire and the other afflictions, motion, vision and the skandhas. are 

merely epithets for a complicated set of interrelated concepts. They a 

are bridges over the gaps in understanding, attempts to build an intell-

igible world of ordinary experience. 

Instead of focusing on the object of desire, Ilagarjuna demolishes 

68 
Sprung, p.l09. 69 

Sprung, p.lIO. 

70 • _ ,~ 

na tveva~ sarr~havati yadragahito rakt~ syadarhatamapi 
ragaprasangat., Poussin, 138.8-9; Sprung, p.lIO. 
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the notion of desire by suggesting that if raga and the rakta be con-

sidered separate, how can tlley be perceived as simultaneous or conjoined? 

He says, 

Thus desire cannot be established either in conjunction with 
or independently of the one desiring 
As in the case of desire, none of the elements of existence 
can be established either as simultaneous or as not simul
taneous. 71 

Nagarjuna has argued that desire and the other afflictions, 

indeed all the elements of existence (sarvadharnia), are unintelligible 

in the light of Hadhyamika's penetrating critique. Is a similar 

critique undertaken by the wise on such notions as desire and the rest? 

There seems to be no evidence to suggest that the wise would 

critically analyse the notion of desire and the rest, unless confronted 

by those who make spurious claims about such notions. 
I 

It is the :,ery 

fact that they have gone beyond such concerns that distinguishes them 

from the ordinary 1 unenlightened folk. Candrakirti tries to show that 

the wise, through insight and practice, have overcome the habit of 

reifying the epithets of internal and external phenomena by citing from 

the Samadhiraja Sutra ! 

Something which would be desire, either as the seat or object 
of desire •.• such an element of existence one never discerns 
directly nor perceives in any way. The one who does not discern 
such an element directly nor perceive it in any way is said to 
be without desire, without aversion, without delusion, to have 
a mind free from false belief: to be a realized man. He is said 

71 dl -sarva larma - "the elements of existence", Sprung, p.113; 
Poussin, 142.10. 



to have crossed to the other shore; to have attained peace 
••• He is said to be free of the afflictions, master of him
self, ••• (one) whose mind is perfectly liberated by right 
practice, who has attained complete mastery over all 
thought. Such is called a ~ramaJ:la.72 

'1.'he "realized man", judging by the above, does not try to d\-;re11 on L"le 

existence or non-existence of the dharmas as a way of apprehending the 

real. Rather, as his approach is one of non-apprehension, his mind is 

37 

open to the conditions of everyday experience without pasting labels O~ 

everything within his purview. He is indeed at peace because he "has 

attained complete mastery over all thought". 

72(the one who does not discern ••• rea1ized~) sa taw 
ill1armamasamanupa~yannanupalabhamano'raktolduito'mu9olviparyastacitta~ 

samahita ityucyate., Poussin, 143.3-4; Sprung, p.114. 
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loka as an empty framework of relative notions, can be developed through 

practice. It is a matter of clearing one's thoughts of "the deceptive 

;- -
pretense of things" rather than holding to a theory of sunyata. The 

seeker is being urged, in this context, to look beyond the synthetic 

character of his o"m thinking and to let go of the conepts he uses to 

define himself and his world. He should also let go of sunyata. 

Nagarjuna says, 

The wise mfu~ (i.e. enlightened ones) have said that ~Unyata 
or the nature of thusness is the relinquishing of all false 
views. Yet it is said that those who adhere to the idea or 
concept of §tinyata are incorrigible. 74 

Once. again, what is understood as sUnyata in this context is 

"the relinquishing of all false views" and no the apprehension or acqui-

sition of yet another view or set of concepts. This is in accord with 

the "non-apprehension" of tattva suggested by Conze. The wise take 

;- -sunyata to be "the mere ceasing to function of what stems from holding 

views (which) is not itself a real thingn.75 Those who seize upon 

~unyata as a substitute for an atman-based perspective without really 

giving up their network of fixed concepts about the world are"incorri

"bl .. 76 
g~ e. 

For those who remain committed to the reality of the mundane 

world in the light of the experience of the wise, and the relentless 

74/- ...., 
sunyata sarvadf~tInam prokta ni~sara~~ jinaiQ 

xexaw tu ~unyatadf~tistanasadhyan babha~ire, Poussin, 
247.1-2; Inada, p.93 
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cri tique of the Hadhyamika, "there can be no dialogue". 77 CandrakIrti 

illustrates the point with the following anecdote: 

It is as if one man said to another, "r have no wares at all to 
sell you". If this other man were then to say, "Give me what 
you call those 'no wares at all''', how would he be able to 
take hold of any real \'lares?78 

As "no w.ares at all" cannot be taken hold of, so sUnyata cannot be 
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objectified and regarded as some sort of absolute or co~~n denominator 

of all things. l~ther, it is the very absence of a cOmr.lOn substratum 

underlying things that is being advocated. Those who claim that 

~Unyata, as the absence of being in things, refers to what is ultimately 

real as well as being the gist of Tathagata's teaching are said to be 

still holding on to a naive view of reality. candrakIrti suggests, 

That is why the great healers, the realized ones, greatly wise, 
having diagnosed this disease in the light of the great art of 
healing, do not attend to them.79 

78 
Sprung, p.lSO. 

79 
ato mahabhai~ajnelpi do~asafuj~itvatpararrrcikitsakaiQ maha-

vaidyaistathagataiQ pratyakhyata ~ te, Poussin, 248.2-3 .Sprung, p.150. 



(SVAl3Im.VA) SELF-BXISTENCE 

Wlgarjuna and candrak"irti have gone to considerable lengths 

to show that the notions of the everyday world are nopapadyate, that 

they are basically unintelligible. They have suggested that all such 

ideas of tile world based on a naive realist perspective, that all thi4~3 

exist as particular entities until they pass out of existence, are unten-

able. 'rhey counsel the seeker to overcome this type of mental synthe-

sizing and to become a\ .. are of the emptiness of the IT.lriad of "things" on 

which one conceives his/her loka. 

,- -Though much has been said about sunyata thus far in the text, 

Nagarjuna and CandrakIrti have not specifically dealt with svabhava or 

self-existence until this chapter (svabhava parik~ia). That which has 

a self-existent nature is considered by Madhyamika to be real; anything 

. 1-
other than this ~s sunya, devoid 0 f being. CandrakI"rti does suggest 

what he means by svabhava: "Self-existent nature means, etymologically, 

\'lhat is itself, through itself" 80 Clearly, \ .. hat has a self-existent n 

nature is unconditioned, not subject to arising and p.erishing as are 

particular things. Hagarjuna suggests it cannot be otherwise for,. 

How can a self-existent nature be something created? Self
exis·tent nature is not created nor is it dependent on anything 
other than itself.81 

80 
Sprung, p.l53. 
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concepts like motion and rest, the senses and their objects, 

the factors of personal existence and the rest dealt with are unintell-

igible owing to their lack of self-existence. Madhyamika and the wise 

do not take those concerns as representative of the real; that which 

is real according to r·ladhyamika does not depend on subsidiary concepts 

or conditions to give it reality. CandraKl.rti explains the connection 

between svabhava and the experience of the wise as, 

••• what, arising from the optical defect of primal ignorance 
is, in \vhatever \'lay, taken to be the everyday world of things 
(bhavajata), becomes, in virtue of going beyond ways of taking 
things, the world of the wise (aryalia~ vijayatvam) \.;ho are free 
of the optical defect of primal ignorance; that and noL~ing 
else has a nature of its own; the wise name it "self-existence".82 

The significance of the experience of the realized wise ones 

becomes clear at this point in the text. The realm of the wise (arya

ljitW vi§ayatvam) has already been characterized as beyond ordinary lang-

uage and thought, untainted by delusion and passion, at peace. Now it 

is characterized as svabhava, "that and nothing else has a nature of its 

O\-m". 7he way things are for the \.;ise (tattva) is said to be self-

existence, fully having a nature of its own. As particular things are 

conditioned, arising and perishing in time, they are considered to be 

lacking own-nature by the wise. CandrakTrti suggests, 

Self-existence in this sense - by nature not arising in time 
is non-self-existence in the ordinary sense because it is 
simply non-existent ontically through not having a specific 

. . __ 82 ~idy"ati~raprabha:vopalabdh~ bhavaj"ataw yenatmana vigatavldya
tl.ml.r~oaryananadarsanayogena vi~ayatvamupayati tadeva svarupamesaw 
~vabhava iti yyavasthapyate, poussin, 265.3-5; Sprung, p.156. 



nature. This being so, it should be clear that there is no 
self-existence of particular things. 83 
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The gUlf of understanding between the ordinary sense of things 

and that of the ,.,ise is indeed a wide one. \'lhat is real in the ordinar::-

sense-iSi for the most part, delusive in the realm of realized wisdon ; 

conversely, the way things really are is all but absent from conventic:-.a..: 

thinking. Yet, Hadhyamika has pointed out the identity of the '.'lay th.l.::;;s 

really are with the realm of the wise and with self-existeIlce. As the 

central threads of the text, like tU'nyata, tattva and svabhava, become 

more closely interwoven, the limitations of ordinary 1.anguage to elucid-

ate the Hadhyamika position become all the more obvious. For example, 

the particulars of mundane experience are considered to be empty. even 

the dharmas are regarded as sunya. They are -~Unya because they lack 

an uncreated, invariable nature. Yet, Candrakrrti wonders, 

.•• what is self-existent nature? Original, invariable 
nature (prak~ti). 'i'lhat is original nature? Devoidness 
of being (sUnyata) .84 

Devoidness of being is the self-existent natu~ in question; one might 

well note that l} particular things lacking sVabhava have been character-

83 
Sprung, p.156. 

(de Jong notes that particular things (bhavas) ..... are not real, 
because they cannot come into being. Nagarjuna proves by reductio ad 
absurdum that "a thing" does not originate from itself, nor from something 
else; it does not originate from itself and something else, nor is it 
without cause .... Therefore, the things which the layman considers as 
real are not real". J • W. de Jong, "The Problem of the Absolute n, Jnl. of 
Indian Phil., '72 (vol. 2), p.2. ---

84 ' Sprung, p.l55. 
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ized as ~unya and 2) hmv can there "be" anything that has devoidness 

of being as its own-most nature? Candrakirti continues the enigma: 

And what is devoidness of being? Not being of the nature of 
substantial thing (naisvabhavya). Hhat is not being of the 
nature of substantial thing? The way things really are 
(tathaCa). Hhat is the \vay things really are? Being as they 
are (tathabhava): invariableness, steadfastness throughout 
all time. 8 S 

Self-existent nature is the same as original nature which corres-

ponds to devoidness of being, yet devoidness of being is the very absence 

of a self-existent nature; this is why the bhavas are said to be ~Unya. 

Can svabhiiva be characterized as suggestive of something different from 

the bhavas of the mundane \"orld when both are similarly devoid of being? 

Ultimately, Nagarjuna and candrakIrti show that the emptiness of 

the delusive everyday is the same as the way things really are to the 

wise; there is no separate reality being proposed that would correspond 

to svabhava. The notion of sVabhava is used by the wise ones, according 

to l1adhyamika, to demolish the belief in existence and non-existence to 

which the ordinary man is attached. By using svabhava (own-most original 

nature) as the measure of the reality of particualr things, the mundane 

world can be seen more Clearly ~what it is: a complex arrangement of 

interrelated, interdependent ideas and experiences and not the plurality 

of independently real entities that appears to arise and perish. 

Thus, svabhava is used primarily as a foil against the delusion 

of conventional thinking, and not as an accurate description of the way 

of the wise ones. It is merely a prajf\'apti, a designation that has no 

85 
Sprung, p.155-156. 



corresponding referent as such. Sprung explains that this term has a 

general and peculiar sense in this context.: , 

In general all words \.,rhich would name anything are prajnaptis: 
that is, nothing is found in the object to which they point, 
which corresponds uni~uely to that putative name • .•• In its 
peculiar sense a prajnapti is only such a narne as leads, via 
the Buddhist discipline, to the Buddhist truth. The term 
svabhava, for example, which was analytically nonsense, yet 
led, by some hidden connection, unerringly to the truth of 
things .•.• Hm.,r is it that a prajn'apti can guide or conduct, 
,.,rithout giving }~nowledge in the ordinary sense?8G 
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Though there is nothing which "ccrresponds uniquely t'O the putative nane" 

of svabhava, this term and others (like tattva, §unyata) can be used as 

guiding notions by those wise in the Buddhist way to help unenlightened 

folk overcome their obsession \vith the marks of existence and non-exist-

ence. 

The obsession with existence/non-existence (or arising/perishing) 

of particular things, including the person, depends on the reality that 

is mistakenly assigned to the apparent distinctiveness of the bhavas. 

Streng suggests that, 

••• a person \vho does not slip into the error of regarding these 
practical distinctions as ultimate facts is able to see that 
there is indeed neither one absolute substance nor many indiv
idual substances. Every object of perception or imagination 
requires a mental fabrication, and therefore every distinction 
participates in this fabrication. 87 

Should one go beyond an uncritical acceptance of tile reality of particular 

things, but still maintain that the separate elements of existence 

86 
Sprung, "Being and the Biddle Hay" in Mervyn Sprung ed., The 

Question of Being (East-Hest Perspectives). (University Park: Pennsyl
vania State University Press, 1978), p.133. 

87 
Streng, Lmptincss, p.52. 
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(dharraa'3) that ma.l;.e up the \'1Orld of conditioned things are real, then 

he has mistaken the teaching of the Tathagata and is afflicted by "p:.::imal 

ignorance" . 

It is not the intention of the -,,,ise, or Hadhyamika, to substit.~::.'::. 

a belief in a type of negative absolutism for belief in the reality of -

pluralistic worlu. On the contrary, the one on the Hay is urged to 

divest his r.1ind of speculations concerning being, non-being and the lD:-; 

in his quest for enlightened awareness (prajl'la). llagarjuna says, 

'.i'hose who think in terms of self-existence, other-existence, 
existence and non-m:istence do not grasp the truth of the Buc.\dha· s 
teaching. 88 

That is, those \'Iho maintain the self-existence of the dharmas, or that 

consciousness, feeling and the other personal factors of existence arise 

and perish as the objects of perception are experienced ("other-existence" 

or parabhava), or that things partake of existence (bhava) and non-exist-

ence (abhava), have not escaped the snares of delusive thought. 

Not surprisingly, the realized wise ones are able to use the 

guiding notion of svabhava 'Vlithout falling prey to the lure of absolutism 

tl1at lurks within. As the wise do not conceive of thinc;s in terms of 

self-existence and the rest, they are not bound to de.llons tra te the effi-

cacy of their theories of the way things really are. They urge the self-

existence of things to counter the pervasive and firmly entrenched conunit-

88 
Sprung, p.158. 
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ment to "being" (in one form or another) of the unenlightened. Owing to 

this, their use of prajrlaptis like sVabhava is "not contrary to reason 

because of their autonomous, incorrigible, perfect enlightenment about 

f . II 89 the true nature 0- all th~ngs • 

'L'hough this may sound like an expression of veneration for the 

realized ones, CandrakIrti notes that as the notion of svabh"ava is not 

contrary to reason when expounued by the perfectly realized ones (tatha-

gatas), then, 

••• the teaching of the revered Buddhas is valid knmolledqe (prarnana), 
the \·,ise say, because it is in accord with reason (sopapattik;)-
and free from contradictions. And also because it derives frOl:1 
realized wise ones who are completely free of a. .. y faults. It 
has authority because it yields the authentic truth of all things; a 
and because it is an authentic guide for those on the way; and 
because the attains nil.-vJ.2a i:f he bases hir:\self on it.90 

The notion of svabhuva, as well as tattva and ~Unyata, are "in accord 

wi th reason and free fron contradictions" \'lhich allows them to be 

lnore effective as foils against the so-called reasoned arguments of the 

naive realist. Furthennore, such teaching is considered authoritative 

because it conduces to truth, provides guidance for initiates and laymen 

alike and ultimately p.rovide;:j liberation from the affliction of delusive 

thought. 

'l'hat svabhava is "in accord with reason and free from contradict-

ions" can be suggested by ilagarjuna' s dialectic, but as Conze suggests. 

self-existent nature as sunyata is prop~rly "non-apprehended" through 

meditation. He notes, 

90 
Sprung, p.158. 



... (that the) definition of "own-being" is the startinc] 
point of the Hadhyamika system. It is offered not as a spec
ulative assertion, but as the result of prolonged ~editation on 
"conditioned co-production". Logical deduction may suggest 
that. dhu.:r:r.lu.S have no o~m-being at all, but ultimate certainty 
COIn'e'S from meditationill experience. . .. .1\11 the concrete conter!t. 
belongs to the interplay of countless conditions. Any "o',m
beiwr" that \·wuld, by contrast, be sorc.cthing of its o'.vn is 
seen to be no more than an abstraction, an eDlpty spot covered 
by u. \'lord. Heither produced nor maintained by itself, a 
thing by itself is nothing at all. 91 

'1'he Hell-spring of certainty in this context is insight gainee 

through meditation. The use of reasoned argument is an appeal to the 

unenlightened to reconsider their beliefs about the \"orld in a medium 
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with which they are familiar,. However, as Hadhyrunika and th • .= wise sup-

posedly make no claims of their mm, nothing can be said about. svabh5.va 

/- -
(or tatt.va and ~ata for that matter) that fully elucidates its reality. 

There is no direct access to the way things really are through language; 

indirect access is provided through the dialectical emptying of the 

categories of thought as per lJagarjuna's critique. 

Candrakirti hints at the reality that is being sought, the real-

ity that remains as the manifold of named things are put into proper 

perspective. lbality (tattva) is the vlay things really are for the wise, 

which is less a definition than an indication to the seeker to emulate 

the way of the wise in his quest for nirvCUja. There is no other reality, 

in the fullest sense, than that of the vlise. Sprung notes that Candra-

klrti, 

91 
Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, p.240. 



•.. do=s not have the yog"I say anything: the wise wan does 
not inform us how things are, really. CandrakI rti adopts what 
may be called a functional approach; he refers to a certain 
context - the yogT's \.,rorld - and says that what is present 
there is self-existent; the way things are for the yogt is 
the ,-JaY they truly are ...• '1'he wise one, it is said further, 
taking things neither as existent nor as non-existent, 
proceeds on his way. In short, the \vay the wise man taJ.:es thin 
things is the only peu:lissible understanding of the fO:::-1:;\'-1-
lation concerning tattvam, the way things truly are: 'not 
dependen t on anything other than itself. .• ' and so on. 92 
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As svDbh3.va (tat tva and sunyata) is beyond ordinary language and thouS>:, 

giving expression to reality in the context of philosophicill discussio:1 

is not an easy task. Hence, the experience of the \'lise is, once again, 

relied upon to help bridge the gap between the limits of the expressible 

to the limitless inexpressible. _ Indeed, if the way of the wise is "the 

only permissible understanding of the formulation concerning ~am", 

then one could hardly discount the significance of the wise in elucid-

ating SOl:l8 of the most fundamental, yet enigmatic, aspects of the 

Prasannapada. 

The svabhava parik~a provides mnple evidence to su.pport the con-

ten tion that the .... ,ise, and their awareness, figures prominen tly in the 

central concerns of Uugarjuna and Canc1raklrti. Given that Nac1hyamika 

argues that ordinary expression cannot reveal the real, the way of the 

wise is invoked time and again to indicate that a proper and successful 

appreciation of the madhyarna pratipad is not predicated upon any type of 

belief in ey~stence. CandrakIrti states Blat the intention of this 

chapter: 

92 
Sprung, "Being and the Biddle \'lay" in ap. cit. t p.134. 



... to repudiate the reality of things; to say things are not 
real is p:r:ecisely the same as to say they have no self-exist-

ence. 93 
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In the next section, Hagarjuna and Candraklrti turn their atte::-

tion -to the refutation of the ;.otion of the self based on the way t:"li:--S:::' 

are for those wise in the Buddhist way. 

93S 164 prung, p. . 



SELF (ATHAN) 

One of the most persistent, delusive views that is confronted 

in the Prasannapada is the vic\v that there is a self (atman) as the 

essential, own-most natur:e of each person. The nadhyamikas ta..\.e this 

to be an example, if no the best example, of primal ignorance (avidya) 

precipitating the delusion of ordinary L'1ought. 'I'he yoke of this mis-

taken viet., must be broken before the seeker can advance in the culti-

/- -vation of sTh,yata. 

The refutation of the notion of self begins with a statement 

of concerns that an opponent might have in light of Nadhyamika' s a.rlJu-

ments thus fur. Given that Hadhyamika has repudiated common notions 

like motion, the senses and the rest, this hypothetical opponent might 

be inclined to ask lfagarjuna and Candraldrti, 

••• what then for you is the way things are really (tattv?.::!)? 
And how does one attain (avatara) to the way things are 1.-e-allY794 

Candrakirti's reply brings together the disciplined ~editation on 

~unyata, the wisdom of the realized wise one a.nd the notion of the put-

ative self. As for tattva, CandrakIrti says, 

It is the utter cessation of I-ing (aha~ara) and mine-ing 
(mamakara) in both personal and non-personal regard through 
ceasing to take anything \'7hatsoever, whether persoanl or non
personal, as real in its particularity, that is for us the 
way things arc rcally.95 

94 
Sprung, p.165. 

95 
Sprung, p.165. 
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This reiterates a basic point made over and over again in the text, though 

from a slightly different perspective, i. e. the ~'lay things are in trut1-1 

is invariably given a negative denotation, presumably to discourage the 

reader (seeker or opponent) from mistaking the Tath.:igata I s teaching 

(as reccnc1ed in the text) as any type of closet eternalism. Hen~, it 

is expressed as the "utter cessation" (parikliSl'):a) of injecting "I-ing'· 

(ahaWkara) and "mine-ing" (mamakara) in determinations regarding the 

real. 

On attaining (avatara) tat tva, candraklrti suggests, 

..• The Hadhyamakavatara should be consulted for details. 
'.i'o quote: "The yogI, discerning in his wisdom that all 
basic afflictions-and defects· whatsoever arise from 
holding the view that the person is real (satk"5.yadr'2t~) 

and having inseen 'that the self (atman) is the central 
concept of this view, does away \>lith the self".96 

'fo be aware of the way things are in truth is, in part, to do a'Nay vli th 

one of the most fundarnental beliefs of ordinary existence. If anything, 

this implicit contrast between the a\.;areness of the wise and the nncn-

lightened shows the magnitude and difficulty of the task J,ladhya.'nika has 

undertaken, i.e. to shm.; the untenability of "holding the view that the 

person is real (satkayadrilti)" which is seen to be the seat of "all 

basic afflictions and defects~. 

96 t} - d . 1 h - , - kl ~-"'L --, • ." sa ~aya ~j):lpra!J avanaseian e:;;an;;;ca do~a.'1sca dhlYa. vlpasyan, 
atmanamasya VijjayalJ ~ buddhvd yogI" karotyatl'.1anijedhar:\eva-;-f~bc1hy~a
vatara, VI, 120), Poussin, 340.8-11; Sprung, p.165. 

(Poussin notes that "II y a sat};:ayad~~iri quand il y a ahar;u-~ara." I 

note I, 340). 
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Given that thG notion of the self provides the basic reference 

point for ordinary discourse, it "lOuld be difficult to totally eliminat.e 

its presence and continue to be expressive. Hhat is being advocated here 

is not the total exclusion of the functional use of self as a convenient 

point of reference, but rather the vie," (d1;~ti) that the self is real 

cannot be regarded as intelligible. The refutation of self is in acc()rc 

with the experience of the wise: 

••. t..."e yo5Jl, throl1gh not taking the self as real, aba.ndons the 
view that the person is real, and having abandoned thi 5 vie,v, 
discerning that all the basic afflictions come to an end, he 
enquires into the self: ",hat is thiG so-cdlled self ~"hich is the 
intended object of the notion I I I (aharpkaravijaya). 97 

Candraklrti I S cormnents on how the '.'lise have abandoned the view 

that the person (kayal is real preface the enquiry into that which is the 

basis of "the intended object of the notion • I' (~<11.:J}:ari:1vi~aya)". One 

implication of holding that the person is real is that the. self (as the 

essential nature or "intended object" of the person) Must be associated 

with the skandhas. Yet, as Nagarju'l.a suggests, 

If the self were identical \.,i th the factors of personal exist
ence it would itself arise and perish; if it were other than 
them, it would not be characterizable in their terms. 98 

Nagarjuna does not attempt an exhaustive study of the phenor:lenology of 

self here, but does \-:ant to convey the unintelligibility of views of self 

"-'lhich maintain that an unchanging nature exists wi th whic1'J the factors of 

personal existence are intimately (if not indivisibly) associated. If 

97 (' . l' \-:nat 1.S t 11.S so-called self .•. ) ko 'yatrna nameti yo I ahcurkara-
vi§aY99, Poussin, 340.15; Sprung, p.165. 

98 
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the self were identical ,'7i th, or conditioned by. the factors of personal 

. 99 
ex~stence, then it could hardly be considered as self-existent or un-

cha.')ging. 

On the other hand, if the self were ocher than the skandhas, -:::-.2:-, 

there \'TOuld be no point of talking of "self" as if it had a subjective 

dimension. But as self is an abstraction or an extension of persona~ 

existence, it IllUst in some T;'lay partake of that mode of existence; to 

speak of an unchanging and eternal self, devoid of the impermanent and 

conditioned aspects associated with personal existence, is '\.dshful 

thin}~ing • 

Thus, for Hag~irjuna, it makes no sense to spei'lk of the self as 

identical ..... ,i th or different from the factors of personal existence. 

Neither alternative seems to express an intelligibility of self. The 

notion of self, consequently, must be regarded as delusive, misleading 

and empty. Those who maintain that a permanent, eternal 5e1£ exists as 

the necessary substratun of experience are strongly urged to forsake the 

their false views, o~- risk going astray in "the ocean of existence". 100 

How would one characterize a loss of self in this context? Given 

that self is an inference froln the apparent immediacy of "skandhic" 

experience, Candrakirti suggests that seeing through the fiction of self 

allows one to view the skandhas with a similar detachncnt: 

99CandrakTrti takes the skandhas to be "1) bodily form, 2) exper
iencing, 3) seizing on the specific character of things, 4) shaping one's 
dispositions, 5) becoming aware of ogjects." Sprung, p.167. 

100 
"Pools, envelopped by the darkness of bewilderment imagine 



... just as, when a chariot has been burned, one does not perceive 
its parts because they have been burned too, so those on the way 
(x...0gIs), ,vhen they have realized that the self is not an entity, 
necessarily realize that their m;Tn factors of pcrsoclal existence 
are not entities either. 10l 

5-5 

'l'his I;1ight seem problmnatic, for one could easily wonder hOi-? he contim.:es 

to identify, functionally, \'1ith (his m'1n) bodily fo:!:'m, given that he 

repudiates any notion of self. 

The Nadhyamika doesn't urge the seeker to assert the alIsol ute 

non-·~;xistence of anything resenbling a notion of self. The point of 

repudiating the notion of atman in the text is to shake the reader fron 

the habit of viewing personal existence (and by extension, worldJ.y 

existence) in terms of entities. 'rhis mold of thinking in -t.erms of 

self-existent entities must be broken if one is to appreciate the dyna-

mic openness of things as revealed to unclouded a1l1arCneSs (prajl1a). 

Streng notes, 

••. the loss of self does not come about so much through absorp
tion into something, but through an "emptying" of \vhat seemed 
to be ultimately real. 102 

'1'ho importance of emptying the self at this point becomes clear, 

for if the self no longer figures prominently in one's experience, then 

more than a subtle change in one's approach to things will take place. 

A person would be less likely to believe that the variety of experien-

that there is something eternal, a self, a pleasure in things which are 
in fact insubstantial, and therefore they go astray in this ocean of 
existence", in"I'laha.yana VimsTka" karika 20 in G. Tucci, Hinor Buddhist 
Texts, p.207. 

101 1· h· • -
yatla~va ...2:.. dagdhe rathe tadanganyapi dagdhatvannopalabhyante, 

evaw Y.£9.:ino yadaivatrr.anairatmyam pratipadyante tadaivatmiyaskandha
vastunairatmyaEapi niyataw pratipadyante, Poussin, 346.2-3; Sprung, p.169. 

102 
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tial modes (that once accrued to him) are basic to all ir,telligible 

understanding of things. Such a person, like a realized, wise one, 

might indeed be free of the egocentric orientation of experience \-lhich 

is (for !.radhya'11ika) characteristic of conventional, unenligh cened 

tljin}~ing. CandrcJ.kIrti l'1akes the following observation: 

The yoS/I - the one on the way - becomes free of the I-in~J 
and mine-ing by the coning to an end of the self - the 
object of the I-sense and by the coming to an end of \'lhat 
is of interest to the self, that is the factors of personal 
e;;istencc takea as recJ.l - the object of the sense of "l'1ine" .103 

In the preceding passage, Candraklrti suggested that the "dne 

on the I;lay" becomes free of the self nnd of the ~kanuhas, no longer 

believing them to be real. lIe an·ticipates the likely objection that 

56 

one who is free in th i.s \-lay, must be said to exist; if the Y05Jl ezists, 

then he partakes of the self and the skandhas. Candx:akTrti does not 

accept such an objection for lfcigarjuua says, 

One who is free of I-ins and mine-ing does not exist fcJ.ctually. 
Anyone who thinks he sees one free of I-ing and nine-ing c.6es 
not truly see. 104 

Uot only does lmgarjuna suggest that one like the yogI, "one ... :ho is free 

of I-ing an<l mine-ing does not exist factually", but he also E·ays that in 

claiming to see one \-1110 is free of ahapkara and l'lama1.;.a.ra, em ohserver 

l03_ t 'h 1 - - - ~ a mana aJ~lKaraVl.!'..iayasyatmanl.nasya ca skandhadervasttmo 
m.amakaravijayasya -. .. jayate_ yogl., Potlssin 348.1-2; Sprung ,-r070 

104 _ . 
nl.rmano rnrahaDkaro 

~ar~_ ElL pasyati -na pa~y~ti., 

/ ,. . 
yasca ~ pl. ~ vl.dyate t nirmar:>...al£. niraha~-
Poussin, 348.5-6; Sprung, p.170 
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v70uld be mistaken. 

'I'here seems to be conflicting statements about the one \· .. ho is on 

the 'i-Yay and, in general, being free of ego-oriented experience. Candra-

kirti, on the one hand, inuicates that the yoqI is not. subject to thE! 

activities of the skandhas (nor of self), yet i'lagiirjuna proposes that 011-2 

\"ho has overcome these influences "does not. exist factually". 

It has become clear that if He characterize the ,,,ise one as an 

observable phenomenon, Dr if \·;e suggest that he parta}"es of both personal 

existence and enlightenment as the unenlightened do of persor:al existence, 

then we have not reached a satisfactory understanding of the :·ladhyamika 

posi tion. :Iot only are the skanuhas "devoid of self-e:-:istence and \Vi thout 

being" (sk<::tndha ~vabh'3.vatu sunya vivikta) as is enlightenment itself 

(bodhi svabli5.vatu sunya vivikta), but "the one involve-cl vlith both is 

devoid of self-existence" (yo pi .caretsa pi ~unyasvabhavah) . ~'l'his is 

1 . f' . ( .,.,,- 1) 105 t 1e Vlew 0 toe \'llSe ]nanavata.1. 

'ile arc fast approaching the point in this exa:aination ·,·,here a 

conuni tment ought to be mao.c to a consistent approach 0: unders tanding 

the notion of the wise one as used by lfagarjuna and Candraklrti. The 

appeal to the wisdom and e:{perience of the wise has been made on many 

significant occasions in the text, mostly in support of positions already 

taken. However, as the text proceeded, all of the supposedly self-ex-

istent notions under scrutiny were shm"n to be unintel.li'1ible in the 

Ultimate sense. Similarly, lJagarjuna has stated that none who is free 

105 . 
Poussln, 349.4-7; Sprung, p.170. 
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of r-in9 and rnine--ing does not exist factually". 

'1'he slliJject of this study, the notion of the vise one, must be 

consi<lered to be lacking self-existence as 1) such a one, even for 

l'lagarjuHa, does !lot e::ist factually and 2) both personal exist:ence a.nd 

cnligllt.erm.cnt, of which the \vise one woul-d be involved, are said to be 

Hhat is the effect on this study to say that the principal the7.2 

is "devoid of self-existence"? Is the notion of the ',vise or:,,! used uerely 

as a guid.ing notion for tIle initiated, as tl1e prospect of ftlture spirit-

ual attainment or as a ps'Cmdo-authoritative source to support one's 

argUr.1ents? Is it, ultiMately, of little impact on n~garjuna's treatise? 

To say that the notion of the wise one is ~unya is to remain 

true to the lniddle path between naive realisr.l and nihilism. As the 

nadhyamikas are loath to affirm the self-existence of any vi",\>J, similarly 

they do not adopt the position of absolute non-existence. 'l'hey are 

neither reality-affirming nor reality-negating in spite of attempts by 

tileir critics to brand then as n~stika. 

Candraklrti eRphatically denies any real connection between 

Hadhyamika and nihilism: 

..• there is no identity of insight or of explanation beb;een the 
Haullyamikas who have fully realized the real nature of things 
as it is (vastusvarupa) and \vho expound that, and the nihilists 
\vho hu.v(~ not fully realized the real nature of things as it is, 
even though there is no difference in their theory of the nature 
of things. 106 

106 
Sprung, p.laO. 
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'rIle nihilist lacks the very thing that distinguishes t::hc wise one from 

the unenlightened person, i.e. prajha, so thClt in unraveling the confusion 

of everydClY thinking he"'merely inverts the realist's position without 

freeing himself from the confines of the relativity of his 0-,.111 position. 

Thus, in sClying thi.it the notion of the ,,-lise Ol")8 is su~, i-jagar=-

juno. and Candra};:Trti are not contrCldicting the way they have used it 

throughout Ll)e text; rather, they do not assign to it any nore reality 

than they \'lOuld assign to affliction (du~lkha) or to elllighb~nment (bodhi). 

lUI of the Move are relative notions, and have signi f icance \.,i thin the 

pClrClmeters of oruinary a\.,areness. For I1adhyamika, this is the plane on 

which philosophy Clm1 other Buddhist concerns are meaningful i thut they 

are not ultimately rcal, or non-dependently non-origillated, does not 

alter the fact that some notions are useful in analysing the afflicted 

nature of the hurnan condition and, hence, are conducive co ol.-ercoming 

it. '1'he notion of the \-,ise one, like that of afflict-ion and enlighten-

hlent, is instrumelrtal in helping the unenlightened aff:)reciat,~ the linit-

ations of ordinary thought-constructions. 

Using concepts like the self (atman)to make sense of one's loka 

is tolerated in this context, but Hagarjuna and Candraklrti urge one not 

to rely too heavily upon it as affliction is, in part~ based on atman-

based thinking. belief in self is not intelligible, as these two philo-

sophers have convincinyly argued in the present chapter fiitma parTksa in --- . 
the text). They have attempted to show that the self is not identical 

with the skandhas, nor wholly other (nor both, nor neither), that the 
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realized wise one correctly <1pprehent1s the status of self and incorpor-

ates this into his a'.oJareness. 

However, in order to avoid logical complications, l,agarjuna U02S 

not c',ssign any self-existence to the on<:- \·:ho has this insici'lt. H?gar-

jUll<.1. says that ~nch a one does not <,:,xist factudlly, b'.1t thi.s is not 

taken to Inean that he is espousing a type of nihilism. He is merely 

saying that the notion of the wise one, like other Buddhist notions, lS 

a valid one relative to thE. soteriological aims of l1adhyawika thought. 

VIe are still left, at this stage, \vith trying to get a better 

grasp of this notion. By its very character, though, such a notion 

would not be easily cmd precisely defined as has been suggc.3:ted earlier 

in this study. Hhen describing the realm of the 1;oj'ise, the language used 

is, at best , interpretive based on analogies \lhich see;:,\ intelligible to 

conventional thinkiHg but carry a higher truth. It is this higher truth, 

particularly of statements 2.ttributed to the 'rathagata l which reveals 

itself to the wise but not to the unenlightened. 

liliovc all, this S8er~s to be vihat sets the wise apart fran the 

ordinary folk, i.e. the wisdom to intuit the higher, surpassing sense of 

Buddha-~.::::l~ and authoritative conunentaries. To be fixated upon whether 

or not the wise one exists in the guise of this person or another is not 

of central importance in this context; rather I Nagarjuna' s concern is to 

break the association between the named world and what we ta.1;:,e to be real. 

'1'0 speCUlate on the actual, phenomenal existence of the wise one does 



little to further this concern. 

In the next section of this study, the aryasatya pn.:r"lk~a in 

the text, llagarjuna and Camlrakirti show, perhaps better than any\vhere. 
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else ill -the text, the significance of the ,-lise in the conte:: t. of :iadh:/a

mil<:a thought and how one r:lir:rht best understand the realn of: those Hilo 

have shared the '.l.'athagata' s insight into -the hUf.lan conditicn.. 



'1"<10 TRUTHS, FOUR TRO'l'IlS 

chapter on the four Buddhist truths {aryasaty<:, 107 r,'.arks 

the CUlmination of integrating the insi(Jht of the wise into til.:; cr::ntr22.. 

concern of th(~ te:;:t, i.e. the coming to rest of naned things. 

chapter provides the clearest eXw'llple in the text, Hi th the possihle 

c::weption of the ~irva!i.a p.:tr"Ikfja which folloe/s it, of the distinction 

of the two levels of truth implicit in the 'l'athi:igata's teaching on the 

n~ture of existence. 

lJflgarjuna and Candra.,1.c1:rti COl<l."ellce their elucidation 0 [ t..'l.e four 

I 

Buddhist truths with a lengthy presentation of potential object.ions to 

,- -
these truths in li~rht of all that has been said in support of ~lyata. 

'l'he opponent could redsonably object: 

If the entire everydi1.Y is devoid of self-existence nothing 
can co,ae to be nor cease to be. It follows inexorably th~1 t ~ 

[or 1"0'..:4, t:.l:: £0\U: Duclullist t~-uths do not hold. IDS 

'i'his objection constitut.es an understandable reaction to aadhya!tlika's 

107 (Sprung characterizes the four Buddhist truths as rollOHS : 
"1) existence is afflicted (du,.')kha) ; 2) afflicted existence has an origin; 
3) afflicted existence has an end; 4) there is a path leading to the end. 
'.i'hese are the aryan -truths, often translated as the noble or holy truths. 
For I Jagar j una they --are the truths of the wise, i. e. tru ths for those ...,ho 
have penetrated Buddhism". Sprung, p.223). 

108 ( d' k- . -. . Regar ~ng the -ar~kas ln thlS chapter, "we are treateu to 
glinpses of a real genius at \vork" , Inada, p.143. This is evident both 
in the structure of the argument and the topics covered.) 

62 
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uncompromising repudiation of vim'ls that make claims Mout tat tva, or 

the way things really are. As the text has quite clearly refut~d the 

prospect of self-existence for the entire everyday (~arvar'l ioam), then 

"nothing can corne to be nor cease to be". If this were the case I thell 

there \>,ould be no validity to the four Buddhist true--iS that account for 

the origin and cml of afflicted existence (dul,kha). 

Pursuing the objection further, the opponen-t correctly r~otes 

t.hat only the wise are said to fully cor,1.9rehend tIle nature of .0'..:l1;tkha, 

and that they can understand the personal factors of existence in that 

light. Thus, 

AS it is only for the "lise CarYil) that the personal factors are 
afflicted by nature, the truthof afflicted existence (Cld)k.ha
satya) is said to be a truth for the \lise Uiryasatya) .In-g---

Hhat can be noted here, perhaps [;110'."in9 how thorough this objection is, 

is that \-1hile the ordinary person knOivs that existence can be painful 

(or afflicted) at tilY'es, the wise knOi" that personal existence is itself 

(whether painful or pleasurable) is afflicted mving -to its im.::~eLl:1anence. 

In the face of this expression of Hadhyanika doctrine, the oppo-

ncnt could insist that, 

... if the wise truth of affliction is to make sense, things 
must come to an end and cease to be. If, hmvever, because 
all things are devoid of self-existence, nothing comes to be 
nor ceases to be, there can be no affliction. 110 

If there were no affliction, then it would make no sense to talk of a 

109 _ _ _ ~ 

ata arya\lameva d~khc nata satyami ti !.crtva. dt¢kharn'dryasatyam-
ityucyate, Poussin, 476.6-7; Sprung, p.224. 

llO 
Spnmg, p.224. 
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truth concerning i t.S o.r:igin, its cessa.tion or a ,'Jay leading to its 

ce'~5ation. If afflicted existence ' ... ere cOf.1plete 1y ~urse., then th~re 

\·/ouJ.d ;llso be no bi).sis for distinguishing between t:he \'lise and the une:":-

1 i~Jht:ened, nor '\'1ould there be any occasion for wri tine; ph:i.losophic3.1 

treatises of this type RS all things vlould be sini1.arly 6.evoid of sel:::-

e;.;istence. Indeed, lJy such a total repudiation of the sel:=-existence --

things, Uaga:::-j una could be charac terizecl as rejecting the £0110l,ving: 

.•. the rea.li ty of the attainments, the distinction bet,,,een t:r:uti.l 
and untruth, and even transactions in the everyday world. III 

In brief, the opponent suggests th;lt the Hadhyal:tika underrin'?s his o;,'n 

central concern, i.e. ~a, by his radical and tmcomprol:lising stand 

on the unreality of things. 

One \-!ould not expect Hagar juna to succumb to his O\..;n sweeping 

objection and, of course, he does not. He notes that the opponent who 

;- -
\'~ould 12,ake such objections is not a'.vare of ~yata, its use (prayoj ana) 

nor of .i. ts meaning (D.rt:hil). CandrukTrti provid~s a clear sta.ter::tent of 

the use of £l1nyata at this point in the text: 

..• the ubsence of being is taught fo r the purpose of bringing the 
nanifold of namp.d ·things (prapaf\ca), without exception, to per
fect rest (upaJama). That is, the purpose of the absence of self
existence in things is to bring the entire l::tanifold of named 
things to perfect rest.112 

Bringing "the entire manifold of named things to perfect rest" is one of 

Ill ... phalasac1bhavamadharmaw dharmameva ~, sarvas.:cr;,vyavahar.:lDSCa 
laukikan ... , Poussin, 489.9-10; Sprung, p.227. 

112 ( t) . . ; '" -, c..- . , -
~ nlravlse~aprapanGopasartna9 ::;unyatopachsyate t:3-sn.atsal.-va-

Erapancopa~ama~ ~unyataY~rrayojana~, Poussin. 491.1-2; Sprung, p.229. 
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the basic themes of the text, and one which is reiterated throughout the 

text; that it should be considered the use (or purpose) of ~u..iya"ta re-

flects the Hadhyal-nika intent~ion to avoid makin9 on"tic assert.ior.s in the 

, 
text. ::;fmyaUi. is only a device, an expedient means, by \·.hich the unin-

telligibility of the ",orid of naned things is exposed. It seer;'s that 

Nagarjuna' 5 critics (and "oppcncnts") have not appreciatec1 the inten tio.-:. 

behin<.l his formulation of §~nyata. 

Candrakirti says the laeaning of ~unyata is the sane as 2t"atItya

samutpada (non-dependent, non-origination> and not abhZiva (non-existenc,~) ~13 

This may be another source of confusion for those who try to <.lefame 

Llagarjuna's critique of philosophical views (~ffii). Those who interpret 

sunyata as abhavd in this context do not understand the t\-io-fold nature 

of the sayings of the Ta"thagata, of \.;hich this text is but an elaboration. 

N~garjuna says, 

The teaching of the Buddhas is wholly based on ther being tvlO 
truths: that of a personal everyday \vorld and a highet" tru th 
which surpasses it. 114 

A proper understanding of the "two truths" (satyadvaya), "the truth of 

the personal everyday world" (lokaszl.lnvItis~tla) and "the hi':.rher truth 

which surpasses it" (paramarthasaty,:), is considered essential for those 

\-7ho seek em appreciation of "the teaching of the Budd.'las" (buddhanar~1 

dharmade~ana) . 

The notion of the wise one again figurespror:tinently in the text 

113 . 1 
Pouss~n, 491. 5-16; Sprung, p.229. 

114 . 
~vc satye ,:;amupiisri tYi:l buddllanaQ dharmade§a;1~, lokasal~vrti-

~ ~ satyall': ca parumZirthata"iJ, Poussin, 492.4-5; Sprung, p.230. 



within the present discussion of the v..,o truths. Having characterized 

the truth of the ev(>.ryday as ohscuring the true nature of thinC:Is, as 

}:"irti proceeds to Cilc'c:c().cteriz8 the hirjher or, surpassing tn.th (l?~~-

arthaS.ltya) ; 

... what is hi(j!lc'!r or surpass ;_ng is not_ dependent. on <:Hlyt;liIlf] 
other t:WI1 itself, it is at pe().ce, it is knm'r[\ in i'Gld through 
itself by UE~ Iri.c;e; it is beyond t~H::! world of n"lm,-~r1 things u.s 
-, " . , J1S 

SUClli It cannot D2 ue)':onstrated nor even COfJn.lZeCl.. - -

'rhe higher, surpu.ssing truth, one 'dhich "cannot be demonstrated, nor 

even cognized", nonethf-~less provides the b2tsis for i8garjuna IS forr,m-

latioll of the "true vhi.y of things" (prat"it:yas~t.:\ntpada) as "neither 
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perishing nor arising in time" etc. in the initial chapter of his text. 

Logic (in the fo:cm of his four-fold syllogism), inference anu perception 

cannot revedl truth in this sensei rather, as Candrakirti says, "it is 

1:no,'1n in and through itself by the \1ise". 

of the wise one is relaterl to the expression of a theme developed in the 

text-; In this instance, though, the role of this notion beCOi:-;CS all the 

pore crucial in that the higher or surpassing sense of the teaching of 

115 - tl - I ~,., t. " - - --•.. parar,\ar 1()' parapratyayuv ,,,;anta,,,, pratyatmaveuya aryaoaI,\\ 
sarvaprapa~catlta~, so. nopadi~y~~ capi j[ayatc •.. , ~inr 493.10-11; 
Sprung, p. 231. 

(For Hay, this is a "passage vigoureuserr,ent agnostique .•• (ou) la 
realite absolue cst inaccessible perne a In connaissa::1ce metaphysique, au 
j~dna, a 1a prajrla. En fait, Ia prajna se supprime dans Ie paraw1i.rtha", 
nay, p. 228, note 783.) 
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the Buddhas sceh1S to be penetrated "in and through itself by the \vise" 

ience of the \vise is foundational to a fai t,.'1ful interpretation 0 f -the 

then it too relies on the e):perience of the vlise, in addition to the 

strength of its arguments, to secure its validity. 

Candraklrti fonnulates his account of the hi<Jher t.ruth in sever.:tl 

T,;7ZlyS, one of w:lich \Vas presch ted on the previous page. lIe <llso states; 

vlhat both makes sense (artha) and is sLU"passing (parama) is 
the higher 0-:. 5urpassin9 sense. That alone, taken as tile 
truth, is truth in the higher or SL1cpZlssing sense (f>Clram:::-tha
~ty~) .116 

116 I - - , - - 1 h d - l 
r...~ramasc_a5avarblascetl paramotrt la,.' ta eva ~aty,,,,z para::',art,la-

sat yaw, Poussin, 494.1; Sprung p.231. 

(There is an abundance of secondary material on the notion of the 
"two truths" (satyaclv<:x",-) in Indian philosophy <:is a whole, and if5dhY<:lInika 
philosophy in particulClx. Some of the follo,,,ring remarks are of special 
relevance to this study: 

"sal~lv:;;ti. is nothing more than the target of parumarthic des
truction; par<ll!1iirth,~_ requires smnvrti in order, by sho·.ving i ts hollo'~m")s[?, 
to make itself }~no':;ll. In the end, it is not possible, I believe, to 
laake the relation of salnvrti intelligible in any theoretical terns 
available to us-." proi:-:-sprung, "The ~1adhYi;'-mika Doctrin,! as a ~,~eta-

physic" in The Problem of '1',-:0 Truths in BuddhisD and Vedanta, p.50. 

"The par<l1''\artha is the utter absence of the function of reason 
(buddhi) which is therefore equated \'li th sa~1Vfti. The l'JJsolute truth is 
beyond the scope of discursive thought, lan<]uage and empirical activity; 
and conversely, the object of these is sa!wlttisatya •••• Devoid of eE~.2ir

ical determinations lit is the object of the inn2lT'.ost e~-perience of the 
wise. It is so intimate and integral that \ve _ cannot be self-conscious 
of it." nurti, "S<ll~wJ;;ti and Paramartha in Nach'1yamika and 1'.dvaita Vedanta" 
in Ibid., p.17. 

"ParaI:':artnClsatY<l is, then, living in full aHareness of dependent 



'l'hough a brief ety.~,ological account of pari1:,iarthasat'l.]._ sheds SO;Je light 

on the l:1caning of the label, it is not the fullest descrip-tion sivsn in 

the text. 

Perhai)S the ;'lOS t: descriptive Zlccount of the highs::::- -;:.rut.h Si v~r, 

in the te:-:t i,,; in th~~ characterization of the \'lise 0ne th3.t ':l.ppears in 

this cha[ltcr. 'i'his is also the 10nJ8st sin'jl;:~ charzlcteriza'c.ion of the 

CrUldraklrti says, 

'.1'he 1tli5e one on lhc "ray (yog]:), having a"lak(~!1~d to the fact 
that the pe:t:~;oIlo.l vlorld of the ew?ryday arises solely from 
ig.'lOrance and is devoid of self-e:;zistence, Cina ,·;ho understands 
tila,t devoidn8Ss of sel [-existence is ·the higher truth of the 
everyday, does not fall into the e:.;:trel7lCS of ulw.liSr:l. ;:8 du::;s 
not recoil to the belief that things are unreal because he has 
found no self-existence in ther." tl,inking "what once vIas, nm" 
is not". Ee does not reject (no. b:}uhatc.::) thc personal C"/8ry
day world, which assumes the form of a re Election, outri~Jh 1.:, 
and so he does not reject outright actions and their rCloral 
conseq'Jcnces, the distinction bet\.,reen right and \vrong, and so 
on. nor, on the other hand, does he \"rongly inpu·te self
existence to everyday things in the higher sensei because he 
experiences such things as actions and their I:101::al consequences 
as not s81f-existent; and because he does not experience them 
as self-existent.ll7 

'.l.'he above passage is as mucll an account of the b.;o-fold t.rut.h oI f;:i<lhyiJ.·-

mika as it is a description of the "rise one (yogi). Here, one can note 

that "the personal \vorld of the everyday arises solely from ignorance" 

(samv:rtisat'lam hyaj·nanarr6.trasamut.thapi taJIl) and is "devoid of self-exist-

co-origination rather than in a limited, 'tunneled' awarene.::;s about the 
conditions of existence ... without the desire for an unconditioned self
existent reality -- ,,]11ich is just a fantasy, a mirage •.•. F::::om the per
spective of parar:larthasatyaJ both param'Jrtha and sai.lvfti are empty (dep
endently co-originated) ." Streng, "The Significance of Pratltyasamut
pada for Und~rstanding the Relationship between Sar7wrti and ,E.aram2i.rtha
satya in Uagarjuna" in Ibid., p.3G-37. 

117 
Sf'lrung, p.232. 



iJot. only has tha wise one m·;akened (buddhva) to 

the nature of the .san.r~_t.ti, but he also "understands that dcvoic.ness of 

self-existence is the higher truth of the everyday" (tasya p--=~nidrth<1",-

Having awakell~d to this understand-

ing of the two truths I "he does not f<111 into the'! extr,~"'8S of dua lim'I" 

l\lready in the above pa8sage, one c'J.n see that tLe unG.er~,tan,li:1g 

of the tvm truths can b8 a transforming one, takIng a person a"laY fro;,! 

the habit of dualistic thin}::ing. Though recognizing 'UlClt the ~.e-r;wi~i 

arises fro::l ignol:ance, the wise one does not"recoil t:o tile belief t:hut 

things are unreal" (nastitar; n';]' pratipadyate) • 

one does not slip into nihilism because conventional undej_'st.0nd5.n<;:r is said 

to arise from ignorance; indeed, even though ~aJ~vf_ti 2.:clses from i'jT:orance 

the '\Vise one does not reject it (~~ eadl1ate) . 

HO'dcvcr, being true to the middle path, the wise one "does not 

(~~api paramdrthal~ bliavasvabha.vatvena sarnaropayati) . 'i'his is no'.:: done 

arbitrarily, though, for "he (':{perienc8s such things as actions and t.~eir 

Iaoral conserluences 2tS not self-existent and because he does not exper-

iencc them as self-existent:" (ni1;svab:lavan&v:2va padart.han~v ~:armaphal~di-

darsanatsasvabhav7mi~t:~ cac1arsanat) . 

ri'here are a couple of significant points fro~ this e::tract ,,!hich 

deserve further e:car,\ination. In the passage, CandrakTrti seeI:'.S careful 

118(al1 Sanskrit references to this passage are from POllssin, 
495.3-3.) 
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to avoid setting-up a duali~jm in elaDo:::o.tin<j on ~ffigar:juna's cla.in that 

there is a two-fold Ilo.tu:ce to the Tathagata' s inst.cuct.i ... Hl. To:':! ml~g:1S~:'s 

e:-:istence is t.ile l1ishc-;r truth of tIle !2veryday" iihich imlicdte:-;; tho.t t:.,.';€; 

llicJher truth is pr.i.rrarily the refutalio:l, or correct l>~iJc:;sessc~nt, of 

the "truth" of tile everyday. One should not connect any IJosi t.i.ve onto-

10 9Y with the notion of pctra;:ictrthasatya, given tltCit it is has LC<llly <l 

devoi<lness of 
. .. 119 

empir .Leal deternu.natlon. One sees art -2Fler9ing illentit:.z' 

bctHcen the two "levels" of trut:l, or the two types of :" .. Jarene;::;s ,::lClt 

t.he 7<lthagata' s instruction air:;5 at, Ylhich anticipate::; the ro.dical nolt-

dualism expressed in the nirv~~a po.r~. 

Sccoaclly, Candral~Irti suggests tllat the wise one "does not r"coil 

to the belief th<lt things are unreal beco.use he has found no self-exist-

cnce in the!'"!" ; in other \-lords, the wise one does not c.:.dopt a rlihi LL;t 

" ~ posi tion (a point \lhich critics of ilEic1hyamika, like S~'l.nkara, have failed 

to apprecio.tc) eVE-!n thou<Jh h2 h~,s realizec1 thi1t the c"'.::ryc1ay \·'~"):.1c1 .i s 

devoid of self-e:;.i.stence. The wise one is said to unt.:.~erstancl that the 

Si.1.l1wrti is nilJ.sv~h~'0::" but also understands that the ~<l17;v.fti_ is where 

dnljkha is furth,., ,: entrenched and perpetuated by language <lnd Hherein the 

possibility of enlightenment originates. Thus, he dOeS not reject the 

J-0kasaLlv·rti, nor does he "reject outright actions and their moral conse-

qucnces, the distinction Deb-leen right and wrong, and so on" {karmakan;1a-

119 . 
Hurtl, "Samvrt.i and Paramartha . " in Ibid,. I p.17 . 
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One can c1ccl.rly see, fron the ahove paSSC'lS8, tha.t the notion of 

the 'dise one figur,:,s pron1inently in the oiscussion of the t.HO truths in 

this text. 'l'11c 0.pp<~dl to the experience c f ·the t'lis€' ill this rt2<:;a:cd is 

done to illust:rate the si,]llificflncp. of, u.nd the relatio::1.;.3hip of, the 

Candrakirti does l\ot attcr:'.pt furtl'21.' to define or distin-:;ui..3h 
sar:wrt.i and pax.·2rr71r t:1d conceptua.lly, he resorts to a u:'!scrip-
------'--
tion of the ~'"ay a '.-lise rran, in practice, deals Hi th the rel·-
ut.Lon of the :<10. l\s if only in Duman existence itself could 
the two be related .'ldequu.Lcly. As if the existence, the Dej.ng, 
if you like, of the Hise nCin were i tsel£ the true reLltion t:Uld 
the ol1ly possible relation of reality and everyday thin~:s t or 
the only possible way in \'Ihieh everyday things Giln be re;:tl.] 21 

If one tries to make sense of t.he hlo truths ClS pr.-esented by Nagarjuna 

71 

D.nd Candraklrti in this text \,;ithout reference to the ':lise f"d.n, one vloulcl 

be hard-pressed to avoid interpreting the tuo-fold nature of the "tcD.ch-

in'] of tile BuddhD.S" D.S nihilisM or as dualisD. 

neither one, inc1eed, is the position adopted in th2 text. One 

, 
2.:1 1 

CandrakIrti are not involved in the formulation of true propositions; all 

propositions can, in this context, be considered as sumvp:i, so hm·; coul:l 

the higher truth be propositional? Here, the higher truth is an aware-

ness, a method spontaneously applied by the wise in encountering "all 

things" (sarvD.dhilrma), ·that D.ctive1y relates and integriltes non-conceptual, 

120 , 
Poussl.n, 495.6 

121 
Sprung, "The f.15dhyanika Doctrine ••. tI in Ibid., P .51. 
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Hi; titative experience "lith an UnCOIll.::n.-OI(lis:i.n<] scepticisL'::l abol1t the 

snppose.d intelligibj lii.:y of the everyuay )-.ameu ",orId. In tllis [;cnse ( it 

i" the "1 i fa 11 I "bein<:J" 01: c!W'aTeness of the ,,,ise F4"'l.n '.'1111.(;11 is "i t::,;'.::lf t:v~ 

t:cnc r(;lc,tio~l c·.nd t.he only possib:"(~ relation of reali ty <1l1d everyda.y 

things ", \·i'nich sr~o;]s to elude precise fonnulutio:l. 



SUlll'11\EY / COllCLUSIOlJS 

'.i:'llC prec.:cding dio,cussion on the two truths provides the lwst 

significant use of the llotion of the wise one in tlh-! Prasann;:tPd':'~_ in 

terms of the lenqth of the description of the yog:', the charactc:;riza

tions f.lade thercjn and the significance of the ,vise one to the under-

standing of the two-fold truth itself. However I this is only one e;:-

"u:,ple of the use of the notion in the text; there are other examples 

that offer a variety of characterizations of the 'dise crle. SOl.lc~ 

consideration should be given to this collection of dive:r-se descriptions. 

Anot~her cuncern worthy of consideration at this point is the 

significance of the notion of the wise one to the text as a "'hole. In 

the discussion of the t\vO truths, the wise one becoIiles the very locus 

of the higher truth as if his "existence" were the only plausible re

lation bet\,'eenlhe way tllings ar,J in an everyday sense and thc \·:ay 

tJ1ey really are as taught in the four Buddhist (noble) truths. However, 

not all insta!1ces of this notion in the text carry: this much Hei,]ht in 

the context. of t.heir respective discussions. One r:ti.ght be inclined to 

get an overvie\¥ of the significance of the wise one in t!1e text as a 

whole to determine, in part, the thrust of Nagarjuna's and Cu.ndrakTrti's 

attack on every(lay thinking. 

Regarding the characterizations of the \'lise given in the text, 

it has 1..>een noted that the wise "do not give a reasoned accotmt of the 

73 
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122 
everyday experience of the ordinary man" y~t they use everyday 

reasoning as a means only as they work for the enlighter:r.:ent of all sen-

tient beirlgs. '.l.'110 \Jise ones "do not, in any VlaY, take pCJrticul2lX things 

as having essential natu~es" in contrast to ordinary r;~2n "':'1,-) "i1r,put:;O' <.ll. 

erroneous self-existence to any and all particular things c,nd s'_lffer 

, 123 
excesslvely" . 

'.chose pa3sages suggest to the rea.d8r that the '.Vise al:(~ to be 

disti!1Cjuislied fro)" ordinury folk, in part, b8ca.use of tlleir in3ight into 

the \'lay thinCjs really are, i. e. c1cvoill of self-exist..:ence. Though there: 

is such insight into the ~llava.s, the wise do not devise a theoretical 

account. of the ordinary, everyuay world as it is considered to be unin-

telligible 0I·,in9 to its lack of svabhav.'l. Rather, -the "lise cf"ploy 

reasoning (upapatti) only to unravel the faulty reasoning Ghich surroun.ds 

the life of the ordinilry \'lOrlu '-~lokasa{rlv:(ti) like a fog. 

It hilS been suggested that--the yog}: does not say unythl:lg at a] 1, 

that he do~s not inf(:'L'i'~ the ordinary man hOl-; things arc \lin truth" (ta~-

12,1 
tva) . This is not only because the way things H'!a.lly arc, or the HdY 

they are for the 'vise one, is beyond the range of "cognitive 12nguage" I 

but also because the "attitude of the perfected sage is one of non-usser

tion" .125 This attitude permeates the entire text, as Wig7irjuna and 

Canc1raklrti cli'1.h1 th::y are not advancing their m.,n brand of nesative r;lcta-

122 ." 5 
V1CiC ante, p.l 123 'd 

Vl e ante I P .15 

124 '" VlC,C ante I p. 49. 125 'd 
Vl e anb::!, p.31 
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. 126 
phys~cs. 

of t:he b}<\chiw:Js of the ':.'etth"3.gatd.. It is not too surprisinu to re:ao. 

1·\ .. ":.:~th.2::- I 

that the wi 5(,; deI1Y the efficacy of atnan as bein'] conuuc"i.ve 
12-

to :lir~i~i!1::" ,-----"--

is -to De c;.:pected in this context as is the 5ug']0stion that t:.h"-! \·~ise ~o 

not take p,rrticular thin']:.> <\s self-existent 
128 

(svabliov 2'.) -_._-- in i:heir l'il.Y.'tic •. -

lcU'i-ty. oUler clv'.roct.erizZltions of the wise arc r.lore pY'obleh1d.tic f.yc 

A.\ • t ~ , , 1 -!- (. t' -!- "-t • -1' " ". wllS s uay, sueLl as ..: 1~ CQ~h_en :~on na .. pra<..l. ya;)ar;lu~J2!:.~' as oepenClen-c 

origination, is itself 1 
,. 129 

de usive for bw Wlse. SupposecUy I for then, 

there is nothing which could Gepenc'dn'c:ly origin<tLc. 

ing of causality is co,lsiLlered, in this text, to be <121u.:;i ve for those 

\-lise in the :buddhist '·laY. One night becon'.e easily persuaued by po'cential 

objections to sue}l clail~ls, but the critique of ordinary (and 1.>y extension, 

phi losophical) ,thinking bCCOl:1eS a type of se1f-c.1:'i ticism WiU1 the ,.;ise 

oYles (and their perspective) used to deflate spu.::-ious interpretations of 

;3udc1h ist conce:cns. For ins lance, though t,unyata as tr the relinquishing 

of all false vie'vls ,,130 is non-apprehended as another vieH by the wise, 

it is no more than a guiding notion for them to enlighten those \-1ho are 

unil.'JJare of the full n18aning of the 'rathTtgata I s instruction. 

cates that one should not cling to notions like sl'myata as being repre-

n6 
yidc ante_, p.9. 

127 
vide ante, p.7. 

128 
viLle ant~! p.16. 

129 
vide ante, p.4. 

130 
vide ante, p.39. 
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sentative of the \'lay things are to those who arc fully realized; the 

notion of frm~.ta, like tat tva and s,:,abhZlva, has no correspoading refer-

ent, so its validity !.lust be considered in the li~Jht of its efficacy in 

conducing to nirVal,..l2l over and above its philosophicdl il'tplici.ctions. 

Ui th even the central notions of the te;:t rc<:;ardE::'c1 ,lS ultir..atel:; 

delusive or unintelligible by the \'lise, one could anticipate trliAt the 

notion of the vlise 0:1'," itself \·/ould D2et the SeiDe fate. ~r~~g'"Zlrjuna und 

CandrukIrti do not me.ke i.ln exception in the ca~,;,~ of t:,c wiSe Oi!':! i it, 

too, Dust submit to an examination of its intelligibil_ity based on the 

criterion of self-existence (svabhav~), i.e. is it a self-existent no-

tion? Like other Vie'.'is and notions e:;:amined by IJagarjuna am: Candr2kirti, 

it. fails to 11eet this ch::t1l.-:mgei even though the notion of tll'2 i'lise one 

is valid relative to t.he soteriological concerns of 
131 

text and 

higher and surpassinU- sense of truth in the text is a truth fm::- (and 

the 

only known by) the wi~.ie, 132 IJ8.garjuna explicitly saY5 that the "one Hho 

is free of 1-in0 and 133 
ni.ne-iner does not e::ist T,v:tuall:.,'. 

to the yoqi. 

As indicated earlier in this stu(ly, the suggestion that the wise 

one docs not e:dst factuu.lly is problell,atic given that the Hise one is 

characterized in a variety of Hays in the text. One night '.vonder \·rhy 

llagarjuna and Candruk"irti bother to c1e!:5cribe the notion of the \-lise one, 

given that it is devoid of self-existence. 

Being uncertain of the status of the notion of the wise one in 

131 ., 
v1.~'-nte, p.60. 132 ., 6 

v1..ue.~ntcl p. 3. 

133 . 1 Vlce ante, p.56. 
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the text, one is leu to rc-exar,lin'2 this notion III lisfnt of the ultir.latc 

ness (or v:isdom Lorn froPl I;\<2di tation) to that concern. 

In hj.s illtroductory chapter I Candral~rrti clearly states that t::::; 

ultirr:ai:.c concern of: the text. is ~lirv3illa Hhich is taken to be "t.r..c S2r-2:-."-" 

. ( "". corr.iny to rest of the r,1anifold of all l1<lmed tlnngs" sal.-va,Q,:,:'puncops.o'':'o.2., 

The eL:,:?lElsi0 i::;; on freeinCj people fro;:\ t.heir attaclui1~nt. t.o del u:c;ive no-

tions, \';:lich include::; at tclclll,.ellt. to philosophical '.'iCHS, BULkl: list or 

otheri·lise. 

\;E:;re not s1.1Lject to the saLle scrutiny, to the Ham2 t;f;St of int>.:d.li~)ibil-

ity? 

lienee, ~J3:ga .ljUrtd and Candrakirti must use tile notion of tile f'lis:~ 

• • • ( • <" .) 13<} . 1'- -one as a gl.lldlllg n:)tlon P.!<lJ,l21.ptl, much as they C(O Hl t.l ~nyat~, 

The intention is to cOJ:VClunicat·~ t:he force. 

of their objections to conventional thin.'-\.ing, using everyday languase 

the notions instrumental to their critique: The cri ti'lue of the viOr1d 

of the everyday (lokasal·'l'Tfti), and of the philosophical vieW's deri vecl 

from .it, is J:1edicine for the chronic coneli tion of cWicqa; but once the 

symptoms are removed and the condition has been overcone, there is no 

134 
(Sprung says, "l\. prajfiapti is a guiding notion, a notion Vl~i.ch 

a 10:1<] trad.i tion of successful tcachinC] finds effective in helping stu
dents t.O\vard clarity of ninr1 that marks the \'lise man" r in his lntroduc
tion to the Pr asannapada, p .18 .) 
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longer any need for the r,ledicine. '.rhus, such notions as th~ yogI etc., 

are meaningful to the extent that they help overcome t.he affliction of 

ignoro:.mce of the \~ay things really are; that bcin~J acco::lplishec1, they a~:~ 

no longer significant. 

If that is the case, what is the sig~lifica.nce o£ the notion of 

the wise one within various discussions in the text, \;he.('e the e::.:?eri<:;r:ce 

of the wise is often invo}:ed to provide support for philosopilical posi-

tions t.uken? '1'0 provic::'e an uns\,Tcr t.o t.his question, Olle ,,·;au 1 d 1 i}~~ely 

give some consideration to ?lag~i.rjuna IS clain ·that "the teaching of the 

truths" (9ve satye ~:l!"lu~..:s.':."itya) i the teaching of the B-,1dc1has, of \'111ich 

this fastra is an elaLoyation r is true in an everyday sense and in a 

higher sense \vhi c11. surpasses it. So it is for the notion of the vise one i 

on tLe one hD.lJ.cl, Uagaciuna anu Canclrak'lrti are able to app8.:l1 to the 

enlightened application of the l1iddle. Hay by the "lise to support, or 

critical enc1eavoursi on the other hand, they do not suggest that such a 

notion has any validity beyond the eonc~rn of unravelling tIw web of 

delusive beliefs and vie .. "s to ,·,hieh people become attached, and about 

which, philosophers endlessly debate. It is the spirit of the latter 

sense, that of paramartha, which Candraklrti evokes in t.he -::losing eorr;-

nents (attributed to the Tathagata) of the nirvdJ.;la EarIk~: 

The saintly \-lise DuD, one truly realized, does not bring about 
either the coming to be or the ceasing to b2 of any eler..ent of 
existence whatever; llor doe", lIe claim to POS::;8SS or to in.:.i.ubitably 
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co<}nize any e10n1.2n t of existence whatever - and so on. 

'l'how:;h the "sflintly \-lise rr.an" (bhaS<lvan yo~raca.::;~) }x~ing the 

( ,- -1 - - ...... ~ 136 'cd'"' .~, -'=c"'r-="''''l·-[-c.''''C Hone truly rc~\--~l_Lzedl' ~~u-nyt.~ LJrul.)~}?C1.nnu..) t 2.:; .... ~VO.I a O..l ~.>~ L -.:..;~ ~ _t...:~1 ... _ ...... I 

to be pcoperly understuod Ly t:he Hise . The highp.L trLlth for l.lagarjuna 

is !:Jaid to L,c! a raatter of . 1 139 l' 1.-
Sl once V"1.~Cll is confir:--1ed by t.J18 Hise 

tllroufj11 It,·'.!di. t2'ltic,n. Fur ther, v:llat thc vis\;;! one discerns in I.:elli ta tion 

is the (~2VOj cJ.ness 01" ~~;t21f-e~~i3tence of tI1e corltents of consciOl1S!l!2SS I 

unlien;;ining the efforts of philosophers \v11o theorize abouL then. 

79 

It "'lQule! be an overstaten~ent t.o say that the notioa o:C tllC \:rise 

one c1eterr.lines the p",th of arguraentation in the text; this Hould be 

unden:stir.:atin'j the slLbtlety of W'igarjund' s approach, as w:?ll as the 

efficacy 01 til\;! critique as a "/hole in castin,} a shadcJ'ri of skepticisn 

ov,~r a r:-.ulti tude of philos0l::,hica1 vie;-ls whose purport is to give "T1 

--_._------------------------------------
13 5 , . -,., k . d -.. , 

~~~ onag,::l.var:. yogacd."Ca.. ~yaK rratlpann~ 'asya Cl (Jetarrc\asyot-
PJ-9<l!,il y~ :~odhaQ_ y~ karoti ~pi kasya cicldharr..a:::x..~ praptimicc!l~ti 

n";:-\bilisamayaniti vistara);_, I'oussin, 541.3-5; Sprung, p.264. 

136'yo~racara - "the one practising yoga" == yo<]in, Poussin 541, n.2. 

(Poussin glves the Tibetan as rnal hbyor spyod pa which is "the 
practice of systematic.: meditation, but I:lOre especiu.ll:/ an expert in the 
art\l in 1)as, :Eibetan-English Dictionary, p.7G3. This uay refer to the 
Yogacara sC~lOol, bu-t Poussin is not sure.) 

138 . 1 
Vlue ante, p.42. 

139 . d 
Vl e ante, 1'.13. 
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account of reality. Hm-leV0r, one would not be rer.uss in sug']~sting thRt 

the world of the wise and the basic insight for this te:-:t come fran the 

same source, or that the: end result of lhlga-ejun::l's critiq'..lC of illl ?!.::lS3: s 

is the \'hiY things really iJxe for the wise. 

This is confirJ7led. in the second3.ry source m~tr~rial. In a P2SS33':: 

on "mm-bcins" (l:iY-'.1.bli:i-Ja) Cllready cited, Conze noted: 

., . the defilli 1.:ion of "own-being" is the starting point of the 
Hadhya!<lika systel!l. It is of£en~d. not as a spcculC:ltive a3S(::r t
ion, but as the result of prolonged meditation on "col!ditionccl 
co-produc lion 1l • Logic~{ 1 deduction may suglJcst that d:-tar.--~as 

have no oc,<.'n-b,=.ing at all, but ultimate certainty cones f~'or;l 

meditational cxpericnce ... 1 <l0 

If one does not accept, in t:his context, that "u ltiuEltc certainty CO;:;:88 

fro:n hleditationa1 experience" then on8 searches in vain for a posi t:ion, 

be it a definition of "reality" or an expression of "truth", ilsscrted by 

l1agarjuna in ·the courS3 of his c1iscussio·ns. Howev2r, no such p03i tio:1 is 

asserted. Given that If5garjuna himself emphatically states t.ha t, . "no 

'l'ruth has lJeen taugJ)"t l.JY a Duuc1h0. [or anyone, 

a case that he does not follQi-l this exar..lple him~;elf? 

Furthermore, if one were to dOUbt that ultimate certoo.inty is a 

matter of meditiltiona1 experience in the text, then one would be neglect.-

ing the characterization of the ultimate outcome of the conin(J to nest of 

d 
,. 142 

name tn~nss and of the high",r I surpassing sense of tru~h (~)aral,,"3rtha-

140 
Conze, Buddhist Thought in India, p.240i (vide ante, pAS). 

141 
na_ kva citka~a citkasc:idclhCl.rmo bucldhen::l c1c~ita~r Poussin, 

538.4; Sprung ,p.262. 

JA2 . 1 
Vl.ce ante, P.G. 
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'1'h8:;0 charilctcrizatiollS v:ould give support to Stcherb;tt~~~:y ';:.; 

claiLl thZlt :la\1hyamlka i c' ",y)Ul philosophy and Ir,ystici,,;~,11 as cit,·: 

earlier .14/, C~18 can oppreciote, in concurrence wi·th Prof. Stc:v.;rhats:::.:' J 

... i~.; P'.lt at. the logical level of r~cason; the answer is 
. . III f .N-found at t.Le supraloglcal, Guprarat.1.ona eve 0 praJ-':':':~ 

wIdell O;·lf.! can n'.ount t.o 0:11'1 by a life of mor~t land spj ri teal 
dscipl1.11C. '.t'he 11:1ilhyarnaJ:a systcn is neither scepticisLl 
110r agnostici.sn. It is an op~n in'ritat.ion to every to see 
Reali ty face t.o face .14~ 

'l'llough one mi~;i:t '1ua1:":81 with the use of the term "rnysticis;c," in thi:::; 

being appealed to which is, in a sense, more prir.lary tha:1 the ::.:ritique 

of vich'.':> carried out in the l.ext. '.i.'o Iini t oneself to the disc'..l::;sions 

contained ,'7ithin the text, wit.hout. reference to this base, is to mit:i-

9ate the significance of the te;,t v.l1lich is both a philosophical expression 

of genius and an appeal to non-conceptual religious H1.sdoL.\ (prajn'2t). 

icant presence of non-conceptual religious wisdom in the karik'3s of 

Hagarjuna anel the lucid com"ttentary of Candraklrti. This presence is 

c..xpressed j n "the world of the wise" (~Ey'a.!,faIJl viOjayatvam), "the Janguage 

of tIle ,vise" (aryii:L~ pac1arrl), "the \V'ise one, WflO sees things as they 

really arc" (tattvadarsI yogI) and other such epithets where this \visdor.l 

is spoken of as it is actively applied by those \";10 el7lf,Jody it. 

145 
Stcherbatsky, op.cit., p.S9. 
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'l'he accomplishment of the aim of this study in no "'O-Y int:em1ed 

to lessen ·the impact of ",j;:(garjuna's critique of vie,.,.s as it app2ars in 

the te~~t. Hany of t.he discussions therein are quite c:redible wi t~·lOut 

reference to the notion of the Hise one. It can D8 ol>se:::ved at tilis 

point tllat Prof. Sprun<j' S Hark on Uagarjuna (and ni'i:dhYClDi::3.) l,-;, to S078 

extent, aimed at derr,ystifying the philosophy of the r·Eddle \';:~.y to !.5h-.y.v 

to mal"e it rwre accessible in the \Jest, and to r:t3.:·~e it no:rT: p:tlat.a.:.11e 

to students of philosophy as a viable approach to phi loso:.:lh il..:a.l pc:-oblel:ls. 

Honetheless, Prof. Sprung gives careful consideratic:-. to hO',.; one 

night express the "true way of things" in r:i:idhYiO',:nika t:hU.lght in his 

introcluction to the PrasRnn<J.pacI3..: 

••. 110\."; tl1en to SCl1 \'111u.t t11c true \'lay of things is? fl'he 1:3dh::ra
nika anS'tler I and this is one way of stating the h8art of ::he ir 
thinking, ,\'10111cl, I believe, go like this: Ti1C way the enligh"t-ensd 
man d(!als \-7ith things, is the way they are, is thei.r t.rut.i1. 
••. this ma1..:es no use of the notion of being; it inplies tlV.lt things 
becor.1c themselves only as they become integral to the '\~a:r of an 
enlighten'2d l)ei D~r: tho mic'dle ,-laY. 14EJ 

While one is not inclined to say that Sprung, or H5g-;:irjuna <1;1,"1 Candro.-

klrti, pu·t the notion of the \-;ise one in the forefront of I,a.dr,yw.tika 

thought, it has been s11o',..,n that the wise artd their experienc0 do occupy 

an important place in the l-ladhycunika critique of conv<!ntioHal uncer-

standing. 

146 
Sprung, p.23. 
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